How experience,
training and gender
will get you
more money.

TO ALL THE REASONS FOR
CHOOSING INTERCONTINENTAL
FOR YOUR NEXT MEETING, WE’RE
PLEASED TO ADD THREE MORE.
®

As always, there’s the legendary hospitality of InterContinental Hotels & Resorts. The unique destinations
and custom-tailored Insider Collection experiences. The responsive staff. The impeccable attention to detail.
And now, for every qualified meeting * held in 2011, we’ll also give you a choice of three different incentive
options. We’ll credit you with 25,000 bonus Priority Club ® points. Or instead, you can choose between
complimentary guest rooms or food and beverage break credits. For more information, just visit us online at
intercontinental.com/options.

Contact the Canadian National Sales Ofﬁce at
1-877-904-MEET for groups/events with
10 or more guest rooms peak night

Do you live an InterContinental life?

• Montreal
• Toronto Centre
• Toronto -Yorkville
*Oﬀer good at participating InterContinental Hotels & Resorts locations in Canada, the U.S., and Latin America. Meeting must be booked by June 30, 2011 and consumed between January 1, 2011 and
December 30, 2011. Visit intercontinental.com/options for oﬀer details.
© 2011 InterContinental Hotels Group. All rights reserved. Most hotels are independently owned and/or operated.
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ARE YOU OVERPAID?
In M&IT’s second annual salary survey, we asked more than 300 meeting planners
to share how much they earn annually, for the purposes of this benchmarking study.
The results may surprise you. By Christine Otsuka
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YOUR BEST MEETING OPTION
now comes with even more options.

25,000 bonus Priority Club® points. Complimentary guest rooms. Or food and beverage
break credits. Your choice. With Crowne Plaza® Meeting Options, you can pick your own
incentive for every qualified meeting* consumed in 2011.

For more details, or to enroll in
Priority Club® Meeting Rewards, just visit us online.

CrownePlaza.com/Optionsca

Contact the Canadian National Sales Office at 1-877-904-MEET for groups/events with 10 or more guest rooms peak night.

Edmonton-Chateau Lacombe
Fredericton-Lord Beaverbrook
Hamilton Hotel & Conference Center

Moncton Downtown
Niagara Falls-Fallsview
Toronto Airport

*Terms and Conditions: Offer available at participating Crowne Plaza Hotels & Resorts properties in Canada, the U.S. and Latin America for a qualiﬁed meeting. Meeting must be booked
by June 30, 2011 and conducted between January 1, 2011 and December 30, 2011. Meeting planner must request Meeting Options offer and it must be recorded in the hotel sales
contract at time of booking. Some offers require Priority Club Meeting Rewards membership. For full terms and conditions visit CrownePlaza.com/Optionsca. Subject to availability
and blackout dates. Priority Club is a registered trademark of Six Continents Hotels, Inc. ©2010 InterContinental Hotels Group. All rights reserved. Most hotels are independently owned
and/or operated.

Let us add the sparkle to your next meeting or event.
When it comes to meetings and events, we get it.
We know that everything has to shine, but we also know that style without substance isn’t the answer.
Your meeting has to be memorable, it has to inform, excite and motivate your audience. Bottom line,
you have to deliver success.
With 3,600 locations in 82 countries worldwide, Hilton Worldwide has the amenities, services and
accommodations to meet every need. Contact our meetings team today and learn how we can set
up your next meeting for success.
Hilton Worldwide Sales - Canada 1 800 671 9981 • Fax 905 672 6422

© 2011 Hilton Worldwide
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what’s new online
2011 M&IT Hall of Fame Winner Sandy Biback
Launches Blog on MeetingsCanada.com!
Industry veteran and 2011 M&IT Hall of Fame inductee
Sandy Biback is sharing her industry insights in her new
blog, Unconventional Wisdom.
With her lively prose and keen observations on
hot-button issues, Sandy’s blog is required reading
for everyone in our industry.
Here’s an excerpt from her ﬁrst piece:
GLOBAL EVENTS,
LOCAL IMPLICATIONS
“Recently, the world has been turned upside down: Revolutions in
Egypt, Libya, Tunisia and now a catastrophic
earthquake and tsunami in Japan, to say
nothing of the threat of damaged nuclear
reactors spreading radiation.
“So does this affect us in the meetings and
incentive travel worlds? In every single way.
“Let’s look at suppliers we all use: The cost
of filling up at the gas station has gone up
substantially, so if anything needs to be
transported—think food, 100-mile or not—
the cost is going to rise.
“When your AV company moves in to set up/
tear down, the cost of their gas has gone up.
The heating/air conditioning at your venue has
gone up because of the higher cost of oil.”

Sandy Biback

Online Services and Audience Development | Paul Williams
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Business and Professional Publishing Group | John Milne
President and Chief Executive Officer | Brian Segal
Vice-President, Consumer Marketing | Michael J. Fox
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affiliates and assignees may use, reproduce, publish, re-publish, distribute,
store and archive such submissions in whole or in part in any form or
medium whatsoever, without compensation of any sort. Our environmental
policy is available at www.rogerspublishing.ca/environment.
MAIL PREFERENCES: Occasionally we make our subscriber list available to
reputable companies whose products or services may be of interest to you.
If you do not want your name to be made available please contact us at rogers
@cstonecanada.com or update your profile at www.rogersb2bmedia.com/mit.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE: Canada $76.00 per year, Outside Canada $106.00 US
per year, Single Copy Canada $13.00. Meetings & Incentive Travel is published
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Pleasant, Toronto, Ontario M4Y 2Y5. Meetings & Incentive Travel is indexed
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Business & Current Affairs Database. Contents Copyright Rogers Publishing.
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0010-921 at Lewiston, NY. U.S. Postmaster send address changes to M&IT,
Rogers Media Inc., P.O., Box 4541, Buffalo, NY 14240-4541. We acknowledge
the financial support of the Government of Canada, through the Canada
Periodical Fund (CPF) for our publishing activities.

To read the rest of Sandy’s blog, snap here (see
page 9 for instructions) or visit MeetingsCanada.
com and search, “global events, local implications”.

REFRESHED INCENTIVEWORKS SITE!
We’ve improved the microsite dedicated to our IncentiveWorks trade
show and conference, taking place Aug. 23–24, 2011, at the Metro Toronto
Convention Centre North Building.
The microsite is easier to navigate, contains more information and will be
regularly updated throughout the year.
Visit www.meetingscanada.com/incentiveworks to check it out.

MeetingsCanada.com
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from the editor

Seize the Day
It’s crucial to make time for professional development.

“The need for meeting and event professionals to upgrade their
knowledge and skills is probably more urgent than ever before. Our industry
is rapidly changing and adapting. To coordinate more effectively, use all
forms of interactive marketing. Meeting professionals need to constantly
look for ways to keep their knowledge and skills as current as possible.”
Those words, from a veteran meeting planner, echo the sentiments from
my informal survey of highly respected industry ‘heavyweights,’ regarding
the need for ongoing professional development (this issue’s theme).
Changing technology; shorter lead times; geopolitics’ effect on meetings
and events; clients’ (and employers’, in the case of corporate planners) rising expectations of planners’ responsibilities— all place more onus on
planners to make professional development a priority.
Yet those I surveyed believed that not enough planners are engaged in
professional development on a regular basis. No question, it can be difficult
to find time. Maintaining work/life balance can be difficult, and many planners simply don’t want to give up their precious family time or are
swamped at work. But time must be made.
Corporate planners might also be handcuffed by employers who are
either happy (read: complacent) with their employees’ skills or are unwilling to pay for their professional development (or give them the necessary
time off). This strikes me as short-sighted.
Ironically, it’s never been easier or more convenient to engage in professional development, via group classes; association events (and the excellent conference portion of our own IncentiveWorks show) offering
educational programmes; online webinars; self-directed study.
If you do undertake professional development regularly — kudos. If not,
what’s holding you back?

Don Douloff
Managing Editor

what’s this tag?
The box you see to the right is a Microsoft Tag,
a breakthrough technology that transforms
everyday things in the real world into live links
to online information. From your mobile phone,
simply snap a Tag image anywhere you see it and
gain instant access to websites, videos, reviews,
schedules, contact information, social networks,
promotions and more!

Getting Started
1. Go to http://gettag.mobi with
your web enabled camera phone
and download the free Tag reader.
2. When you see a tag, open the
Tag reader and snap it (like a photo)
to interact with the online world.
Your phone will do the rest!

Snap this tag to learn more
about using snap tags

MeetingsCanada.com
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> COOL GIFTS

Cutting-Edge
MoMA
Calendar
Finding unique delegate gifts is becoming
increasingly challenging. Let’s face it
—seasoned attendees have seen (and
received) seemingly everything under the
sun. But we’ve unearthed a gem.

Here’s a product that’s as stylish as it is functional—a fashion-savvy perpetual calendar branded by the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA).
Designed for MoMA by Gideon Dagan, this cutting-edge piece of desk art is sure
to be a conversation piece.
Simply move the magnetic balls to mark the day and month. Conveniently, the
calendar can be used on a desktop or as a wall-mount.
Available in silver or silver accented with orange. MoMA logo embossed on back.
Canadian orders ship in about 10 to 15 days after art approval.
redscarfpromotions.com

BUSINESS TRAVEL
WITH WESTJET

> HOT IDEA
BENEFIT

Charitable Corporate Gifts
COST

ZOË Alliance offers high-quality executive and custom promotional gifts made in
rural villages, developing nations and marginalized communities.
The Ajax, Ont.-based company supports four projects: Guatemala, Haiti, India
and an Ottawa-based social enterprise employing people with disabilities. Through
the organization’s efforts, these four projects help to employ over 80 people who, in
turn, help provide for over 300 family members.
ZOË Alliance’s products cover a wide range, from throws, conference bags and
hand-rolled recycled-paper pens to hand-made pottery coasters, board-game sets
and passport holders.
A portion of sales help fund schools or village projects in each region.
In-stock items ship within Canada in three to four days. For any customized
items, factor in an additional four to six weeks lead time.
zoealliance.com

Travel smarter with
competitive pricing.
Book our bottom-line friendly fares.
It’s just smart business.
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Multitasking Tote Bag
The next time you travel, don’t leave home without this shoulder-style tote bag.
Made of ripstop nylon, this multitasking bag compresses down into a small ball, easily
fitting into luggage’s nooks and crannies.
At your destination, it pops open to its full-size and works as a day bag, travel-laundry
bag or souvenir-carrying sack. You’ll never want to leave your hotel without it.
Conveniently, this multi-use bag is machine washable, and holds 35 lbs.
For events and meetings in the Great White North, Canadian orders ship via U.S.
Postal Service and arrive in three to five business days (express mail); six to 10 business
days (priority mail) or two to four weeks (first class mail).
flipandtumble.com

> COOL GIFTS

iPad Carrying Case
The Carrie Dunham ‘New Yorker’ iPad
case is as chic as it is functional.
Its clever book design, and elastic-band
closure, ensure that the case fits snugly
around the iPad—and in addition, allows
for easy removal.
A soft, 100-per-cent-suede interior
protects the iPad screen from scratches,
while the sturdy leather exterior provides an additional layer of protection.
Another handy feature is its reinforced spine, permitting the case to
be folded to hold an iPad upright, for
optimal Internet surfing, reading or
video viewing.
Available in colours such as raspberry,
emerald, mustard and turquoise. Canadian orders ship in about 10
days. carriedunham.com
Visit meetingscanada.com for daily news updates

MeetingsCanada.com
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Meeting POINTS
> TIP SHEET

Event Planning Made Easier
Sarah Lowis, CMP, CMM, is president of Vancouver-based Sea to Sky Meeting
Management Inc. conference and event-management-services specialists.
FOOD Instead of a three-course meal, offer a two-course meal
and spend the savings on customizing the presentation of the two
courses. For example, include the company or event logo as part
of the dessert or choose a sauce (as part of the main course) that
complements the company or event colours and/or theme.

Sarah Lowis

tendees to see each other across the table) that corresponds to the
theme and/or company/event branding in exchange for sponsorship
recognition and/or another benefit.
HOUSING Offer attendees a registration discount to either the
current event or the next event based on a minimum number of
room nights stayed at the official hotel(s). Advertise this benefit in
advance, but only implement it once the person has actually stayed
at the hotel for the required number of room nights.

VENUE Know what a venue’s strengths and weaknesses are. For
example, if you know the chef is fabulous, meet with him/her to
design a menu within budget. You can promote a culinary theme for
the event and spend less on decor, to dress up a lacklustre room.
PRESENTATION Ask the venue what colour linens and napkins
they have, and what centrepieces and food station decorations they
carry. Make an effort to colour-coordinate the room using what the
venue has to offer, and if needed, seek in-kind sponsorship. For
example, ask a florist to create a low-lying centrepiece (to allow at-

Want to be featured in Tip Sheet?
Snap here (see page 9 for instructions) to
download our contact info to your smart
phone or e-mail don.douloff@mtg.rogers.com

APPROACH YOUR MEETING
FROM A TSR PERSPECTIVE.
With 100,000+ square feet of meeting space, state-of-the-art A/V capabilities and the ﬂexibility to accommodate
groups from 12 to 2000, Talking Stick Resort is all business. But with ﬁve outstanding dining venues and a host of
entertainment options—including a thrilling casino, world-class spa, and two championship golf courses—we’re a
lot of fun, as well.
Proudly owned and operated by the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community.
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Meeting POINTS
> TRAVEL GEAR

> HOT IDEA

iPhone Backup Battery

Childcare at Events

Juice up your iPhone or
iPod with the rechargeable
backup battery from
RichardSolo.
The kit includes a 100V
to 240V, 50HZ to 60HZ
AC wall charger; dualUSB car charger; and
retractable USB cable. And
there’s enough capacity
to completely charge your
iPhone—and still have
reserve power leftover.
Best of all, the battery
works for all models of iPhone and iPod (except
iPod shuffle). You can even charge both devices at
the same time.
Canadian orders ship in one to five days.
richardsolo.com

More and more, attendees are seeking childcare,
to look after their wee ones during corporate
events, conferences, meetings and holiday parties.
Stepping into the breach is Toronto-based
In a Pinch, providing fully insured temporary
childcare services for the events and hospitality
industries. Parents can now rest easy on-site.
Typically, In a Pinch sets up an impromptu
childcare centre, featuring arts and crafts, toys
and games—tailored to any budget.
As an example of the services that can be
offered, during company picnics, caregivers
entertain the children with egg tosses and relays.
Moreover, In a Pinch maintains a child-to-caregiver ratio of 4:1 for children aged 3-plus and a
ratio of 2:1 for children 1-3 years old.
In addition to serving the Toronto area, In a
Pinch is now available in Ottawa. inapinch.ca

OPENING IN APRIL!
A bold architectural
statement on the outside,
the all-new Ottawa
Convention Centre likewise
affords stunning views of
Parliament, the Rideau
Canal, and the rest of
downtown Ottawa. It’s
within easy walking distance
of 6000 hotel rooms, major
attractions, restaurants
and shopping—yet just a
20-minute commute from
Ottawa’s award-winning
international airport. And
it’s rapidly establishing itself
and the Capital as Canada’s
Meeting Place. Find out
more about meeting in
Ottawa by visiting us
online today.

Rideau Canal

Canadian Museum of Civilization

1-800-363-4465 • WWW.OTTAWATOURISM.CA/MEETINGS
Visit meetingscanada.com for daily news updates

MeetingsCanada.com
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Meeting POINTS
> COOL GIFTS

> TRAVEL GEAR

Custom Post-it Pad

Elegant Travel Clutch

Jazz up your next conference
gift bag with these
imaginatively accessorized
post-it pads.
Indeed, this gift item puts
these useful pads on the
pedestal where they belong.
Perched within a dispenser
that fuses solid chunks of
North American hardwood,
these recycled sheets
look super-cool and add
distinction to a home- or
work-office desk.
Three styles and wood finishes. Imprinting available.
Canadian orders (with logo imprinting) typically ship in
seven to 10 business days. plumgiftco.com

Organizing your travel
essentials—documents,
plane tickets, boarding
passes, passport and
currency—can
be a chore when on
the road.
Now, you can keep
your important stuff all
together, in one elegant
place, thanks to this stylish travel clutch.
Made of crocodile-embossed Italian calfskin (available in red
and black), the classy clutch features three inside pockets and
one outside zippered pocket, to keep everything secure and in
place. The days of on-the-road disorganization are gone.
Canadian orders (with logo imprinting) typically ship in seven
to 10 business days. plumgiftco.com

> COOL GIFTS

MEETING SUCCESS

Egg-Shaped Letter Opener
Who says desk items can’t make for
interesting delegate gifts?
Exhibit A: This unique, smartly designed,
egg-shaped letter opener.
It sits elegantly on a desk, providing a
stellar conversation piece. Going through the
mail has never been this much fun.
Better still, the look is sleek and
sophisticated, thanks to a polished
silvertone finish. One-colour logo only.
Canadian orders ship in about 10 to 15
days after art approval.
redscarfpromotions.com

WHEN
YOU’RE
THERE

WHEN
YOU’RE
NOT

Our on-time performance
boosts your performance.

> WE NEED YOU!

Share Your IncentiveWorks Memories!

We’re ranked amongst the best
in on-time performance and
even publish the numbers.
It’s just smart business.
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This year marks the 20th anniversary of M&IT’s IncentiveWorks trade show and
conference (Aug. 23-24, 2011). With that in mind, we’re asking you to share any
IncentiveWorks memories, anecdotes or photos, the best of which we’ll include in
this year’s July/August Showguide issue. Please send to don.douloff@mtg.rogers.com

MeetingsCanada.com
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> PAPARAZZI

Lee Lounge Launch

Launch party for Susur Lee’s Toronto restaurant, Lee Lounge. M&IT’s Don Douloff
with Brenda Bent, Susur’s wife and
co-designer of the restaurant.

Site AGM

Susan Lanc, CMP, Site Canada vicepresident of finance (left) and Site
Canada immediate past-president
Cathy O’Connor present M&IT’s Don
Douloff with a plaque recognizing
M&IT’s
’s 2010 Site Diamond sponsorship,
at the Feb. 10 Site AGM, in Toronto.

Visit meetingscanada.com for daily news updates

MPI Gala

Far left: Adrian Nitsopoulos, Heart of Niagara
Hotels, poses with
Carolina Arias, of
Kraft Canada, at MPI
Toronto’s awards gala,
at the Sheraton
Centre Toronto.

MeetingsCanada.com
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Holiday
Event

A highly stylized theme—‘where the Far East meets King
East’—set the tone for FantASIA, Capital C Partners’
2010 holiday event. Held at Capital C’s Toronto offices,
the event drew 350 guests, who enjoyed creative finger
foods and cutting-edge cocktails in an elaborately
decorated room that beautifully reflected the theme.
written by Don Douloff photos by Nikki Leigh McKean

planning primer
Lead Planner: Mary Pallattella, creative director, LIVE Events,
Capital C, working with Jo-Ann Craigie, creative director, Visions
Display Inc. 3D Projection (on front of building): The Media
Merchants Catering: CaterTrendz by TLV Cake Pops: Anastasia
DJ: DJ Eric Ling Design, Decor, Flowers: Visions Display Inc.
Drapery: R n R Staging Audiovisual Production, Lighting:
Apex Sound & Light Full Moon Over Bridge & Inflatable Flowers:
AirStar Canada Cocktail Design, Mixologists: The Martini Club
International Inc. Printing: Club Ink Rentals: Chairman Mills Neon
Cruiser Tables: Furnishings by Corey Design, Event Management,
Invitations, Venue: Capital C, Mary Pallatella

16
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event details
F&B: Innovative, globally influenced finger foods, such

as a fountain dispensing warm-plum and leek-curry
sauces, served with beef, chicken and vegetable dim
sum and mini-beef, chicken and vegetable satays.
DECOR THEME: “FantASIA is a celebration and
meshing of the wonderful places on the Silk Road,
twisted with a contemporary spin.” Working with a
decor budget of about $25,000, the team incorporated
the contemporary fusion theme via a playful mix of
ancient traditional symbols of luck, prosperity and
longevity, intermingled with an urban, modern, holiday
feel. Different areas of the office were transformed into
holiday fusion vignettes. The glass windows of inner
offices were covered with graphics that concealed a
Byzantine tent accessorized with lanterns, billowing
fabrics, spices, floor cushions, amphoras and palms.
MANAGING THE SPACE: A Chinese “friendship” arch

was too large for the space. Some creative carpentry
shortened the columns to fit the room and the arch’s
roof was cut in half (to fit the elevator) and then reassembled. The event logo was projected onto the building from across the street.
STRETCHING THE BUDGET: The team shopped in
Chinatown for decor pieces, lanterns and novelties. A
member of the Capital C team made over 200 origami
cranes, while the in-house graphics department
designed the window and table graphics.

w o r l d w i d e lo c at i o n s

: asia

europe

l at i n a m e r i c a

middle east

north america

Fire up your team

this spring at The Rosseau

Light their ﬁre with all-new innovative team building
experiences, including:
Competitive culinary events
High-tech adventure – GPS Geo-cache competitions
• Lake Rosseau rowing races
•
•

Select June dates are still available.
For more information or to inquire about your next
meeting, visit jwrosseau.ca or call 705.765.1900

Executive Education: State of Transition
Professional development offerings have become more specialized and convenient, with a focus
on solving known problems and producing immediate results. written by KEN WONG

O

ne of the fastest-growing industries
over the last decade is the ‘excellence
business.’ Today, professional development courses teach a variety of
subjects through every medium, from in-person
through webinar and DVD. And unlike traditional
courses, which were financed by student tuition,
some suppliers have begun offering courses as a
value-added service for clients and agents.
The pursuit of excellence has become a multimillion-dollar industry in Canada alone.
However, it is an industry that has been in a
state of transition for some time.
Once upon a time, it seemed that businesses
were interested in ‘knowledge for knowledge’s
sake.’ Executives took high-level courses on
broadly defined topics like Marketing Strategy.
Differentiation was based on the educator’s reputation, since most everyone seemed to want to
study the same things. It was just a question of
offering the course at the right time and place.

COURSE NAMES
Well, not really. People didn’t really want to study
the same topics but suppliers were locked into
traditional course names and formats. The small
base of highly regarded suppliers made this a
seller’s market.
However, as new suppliers arrived on the scene,
the market became congested. Suppliers, eager to
differentiate their courses, developed more specialized versions of their programmes.
This changed the entire economics of the industry. The average audience size changed.
Open-enrolment courses of 80 people became
two variations on the same course and each had
an audience of 40: less revenue per course, with
no reduction in fixed costs such as marketing,
instructors, room rental, etc. In addition, more
specialized courses meant more specialized materials and instructors. Under these new economics,
there was a definite reduction on how much one
could spend, per audience member, to recruit
them, serve them and provide after-sales service.
Buyers changed, too. The differing economics

of education for big versus small firms became
evident. Larger firms that had been sending multiple people to the same programme discovered
they could conduct an in-house programme, often
with the same specialized instructors and materials, and train entire groups for just slightly more
than the cost of paying multiple tuitions.
As small- and medium-sized firms (SMEs)
became the main source of audiences, demand
rose for hands-on workshops, since the distinction
between ‘thinker versus doer’ is smaller in SMEs.
REDUCED DEMAND
It is tempting to expect recessions to reduce the
demand for seemingly discretionary expenditures
like executive education. However, there is a
school of thought that believes the opposite
should be true: recessions make apparent a range
of problems that businesses have to solve and so
the demand for knowledge about alternative solutions should grow.
If the education being given is generalist in
nature, then the expenditure really needs to be
seen as an ‘investment’ that brings a return over
time. The problem is that accounting and tax laws
don’t let firms amortize that investment. Instead of
being recorded as a depreciable ‘asset,’ the cost is
recorded as an expense, which reduces income at
a time when income is likely already being
depressed. The result? Less demand.
During a recession, executive teams are anxious
to fund ‘shovel-ready’ initiatives that have a nearterm, if not immediate, impact on their bottom line.
In fact, the firms that are most successful in maintaining their ‘investment’ in people are those who
are able to finance that investment through savings
gained through ‘shovel-ready’ efficiency gains.
The bottom line is simple: the type of executive
education that will be in highest demand in recessionary times is that which deals less with overall,
general bodies of knowledge and more with a
teaching method and content that’s focused on
solving known problems. In short, the best programmes become those with a clear and direct
linkage to near-term, bottom-line performance.

Ken Wong is vice-president of
Toronto-based Level 5 Consulting
and is a professor in the faculty
at Queen’s University School
of Business. E-mail:
kwong@business.queensu.ca.
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Did you know that Montréal ranked first in North America* for hosting international
associative events? Maybe it’s the unique blend of North American and European
culture. Or maybe it’s the world-renowned festivals and vibrant arts scene. Could be
that we’ve earned a reputation around the globe for our hospitality and expertise in
hosting a multitude of large-scale events. And hey, the ultramodern Palais des congrès
meeting centre—located right in the heart of this bustling city—couldn’t hurt either.
Who says conventions should be conventional? Choose Montréal as the host city for
your next event, and give your guests an experience they’ll never forget.

START PLANNING WITH US NOW! tourisme-montreal.org/meet

*International Congress and Convention Association (ICCA) 2009

‘Me-Too’ No More
The world craves breakthrough ideas and daring invention. Breaking away from
the crowd can be difficult—but no risk, no reward. written by JOSH LINKNER

T

here’s a pattern in business in which an
original, breakthrough idea is launched to
great fanfare success; then it’s copied
repeatedly by the pack of followers. As
a result of copycat innovation, many industries
are swimming in a sea of sameness.
The airline industry, for example, is full of
me-too players whose offerings are virtually indistinguishable from each other. The same holds true
for soft drinks, big-box retailers, computers, boy
bands and hotel chains: an arms race of replication that lacks meaningful innovation.
Of course, the meeting and event industry often
suffers from the same follow-the-crowd approach,
leading to bland ideas and boring events.

A DIFFERENT APPROACH
The world of coupons was also a commodity until
my friends at GROUPON broke the mold. The
company offers its members a single, special,
ultra-discounted coupon per day and the coupon
is only activated when enough people buy it.
Collective buying power meets social media meets
‘couponing.’ This radically different approach propelled the firm to become the fastest-growing
company in U.S. history. After only 18 months in
business, the company was publicly valued at over
$1.2-billion. A few months later, the firm rejected a
$6-billion offer from Google to buy this highly
original company.
Of course, dozens of companies are now trying
to copy GROUPON (unsuccessfully). Rather than
doing something remarkable on their own, they
play the childhood game of follow-the-leader and
wonder why this lemming strategy fails to reach
any meaningful success.
Business schools teach us to use careful analysis to reduce costs and increase efficiency, while
true innovators are busy changing the world. They
realize that creativity, imagination and original
thought have become the currency for success in
the new era of business (and life).

Frankly, the world doesn’t need another ‘metoo’ anything. The world craves breakthrough
ideas and daring invention. The history books are
reserved for people who changed the game, not
those that improved margin by 3 per cent or
reduced defects by .07 per cent.
The good news is that you have a choice. You
can follow the herd, play it safe, and copy others
or you can unleash your true creativity and do
something bold and unique. Drive instead of ride.
Create instead of do. Lead instead of follow. Invent
instead of copy.
A CATEGORY OF ONE
Think about your next meeting or event, and
imagine how you could break the mold. How
could you take a radically different approach
instead of doing the same-old, same-old?
Figure out how to become a category of one,
and your clients will jump with excitement— just
like your accountant with all the new business
you’ll win.
When you take a stance and explore the possibilities, the creative act will flood you with
inspiration and fulfillment. Be daring and courageous. Let your imagination soar. And the next
time a colleague suggests a copycat move, stand
up boldly and proclaim, “Me too no more!”
And here’s an interesting exercise that will help
unlock your best ideas, which most people hold
back, due to fear. They’re afraid of looking foolish
or embarrassing the boss. ‘RoleStorming’ is a fun
technique that cuts through that fear and helps
you connect to your true creative potential. Simply
put, try brainstorming in character. One person
plays the role of Steve Jobs; another, Martin Luther
King, Jr.; another, Gordon Gekko, from the movie
Wall Street, and so on. By taking on the persona of
another, it frees your mind to unleash your best
ideas and eliminates all fear. No one will get mad
at ‘Steve Jobs’ for tossing out a crazy idea. Give it
a try and watch your creativity soar.

Josh Linkner is the founder and
CEO of the award-winning
technology firm, ePrize, and the
author of the New York Times
Bestseller, Disciplined Dreaming:
A Proven System to Drive
Breakthrough Creativity.
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Social Media: A Valuable Tool
With its tweets, links and check-ins, the world of social media can be difficult
to navigate. Embrace it and watch your career thrive. written by KEVIN DURKEE

I

f there is one thing we know for sure about
social media, it’s that it connects people.
Those people have information and they’re
ready to use this information to teach, share
and inspire.
As a planner, you have digital access to the
world, and you’ll be surprised how much you can
learn and achieve just by connecting with people
and resources in your industry. Professional development and continuing education is available 24/7,
365 days a year—and almost all of it is free. By
using social-media tools and platforms, you’ll be
able to advance your career.
WATCH THE COMPETITION

Kevin Durkee is the executive
At our agency, we challenge our employees to
vice-president of client service for
watch other brands, other programmes and other
the Jetstar Group, in Toronto.
agencies and report back. This ongoing show-andE-mail: kevin@thejetstargroup.com

See Kevin
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Durkee speakks,
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tell keeps the teams motivated to find the best
and stay connected to the most innovative
streams of information. Facebook is one of the
simplest ways to follow this activity. ‘Like’ your
competitors’ pages/profiles (if they are public)
and instantly you’ll get updates, news feeds and
e-mails from them on their programmes and
activities. By staying close to the competition, you
can react, tweak and glean insights from what
they are doing. And don’t think you’re spying on
them; they’re likely already following you.

TRACK THE TRENDS
Social media also allows you to track the trends
and stay innovative in your industry. There are
numerous tracking sites and ways you can learn,
watch and follow trends and information for your
niche. Social Mention (socialmention.com) is a
useful real-time search engine, with a bit of a twist.
The online search tool allows you to receive e-mail
notices and alerts anytime there is a hit on your
keyword. Plug in your brand, your property, your
event name, your competition and watch the web
results cascade. Often, you’ll get more information
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back than you need—but the results will let you
follow what people are saying in four main categories: strength, sentiment, passion and reach.
SHARE AND SHARE ALIKE
With so many ways to ‘broadcast’ your point of
view with social media, industry experts, leaders
and business partners are sharing more and
more then ever before. SlideShare (slideshare.
net) is a perfect example. SlideShare, an online
resource, links, connects, features and distributes some of the best business, learning and
strategic content today. This resource connects
a professional and educational community that
regularly comments, selects a favourite and
downloads content. Moreover, the site is fully
networked, with functionality for LinkedIn,
Facebook and Twitter. It is the ultimate database of business presentations, case studies and
learning tools on the web. If you find a topic you
like, you can follow future feeds from contributors across the globe. And here’s an inside
tip—while the content on the slides is fantastic,
sometimes the most valuable information in the
deck is the person or agency presenting the
information. Take their contact info and do an
outside search, or follow them on Twitter/
Facebook —these leaders tend to be key influencers in the things you are interested in
(especially with LinkedIn) and they’ll lead you to
other valuable information.
With its tweets, blogs, links and check-ins,
the world of social media can sometimes be difficult to navigate. But if you are focused on your
own development or continued learning, treat
social media like a night class. Each week, take
a couple of hours and review your alerts or the
sites you like and explore the tools mentioned
here. If you do this regularly for a few weeks,
you’ll learn quickly what’s important to you and
where to find the information that will contribute
to your success.

Choose your own
incentive, with
Holiday Inn® and
Holiday Inn Express®
Meeting Options
for 2011.

Get 25,000 bonus Priority Club® points, or choose
complimentary guest rooms, or food and beverage
break credits, instead. To learn more and to enroll
in Priority Club Meeting Rewards, just visit us at
holidayinn.com/optionsca. Call 1-877-904-MEET
for meetings or groups with 10 or more guest
rooms peak night.
* Offer available at participating Holiday Inn and Holiday Inn Express hotels in
Canada, the U.S., and Latin America for a qualiﬁed meeting. Meeting must be booked
by June 30, 2011 and consumed between January 1, 2011 and December 30, 2011.
Meeting planner must request Meeting Options offer and it must be recorded in the
hotel sales contract at time of booking. Some offers require Priority Club Meeting
Rewards membership. For full terms and conditions visit holidayinn.com/optionsca.
Subject to availability and blackout dates. Priority Club is a registered trademark
of Six Continents Hotels, Inc. ©2010 InterContinental Hotels Group. All rights
reserved. Most hotels are independently owned and/or operated. STAY YOU. is a
registered trademark of Six Continents Hotels, Inc.
TM

STAY YOU.

TM
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Planners who invest the time and money to pursue professional
association membership and education reap a number of tangible rewards.
written by allan lynch

well-known advertising campaign told
us “membership has its privileges.”
Great, but does it also carry a financial
reward? Given the whole alphabet of
groups and credentials—MPI, CIC,
GBTA, ASAE, IAEE, ISES, CanSPEP,
PCMA, CMP, CMM, SMMC, CASE, CEM, CITE— we asked
some of Canada’s more experienced planners and recent
M&IT Hall of Famers for their view of the benefits of
industry associations and professional credentials.
TANGIBLE BENEFITS
When attempting to put a tangible dollar payout on the
benefits of investing time and money in both a professional association membership and education, our experts
don’t have one. They are unified in dispelling the notion
that achieving a professional accreditation is going to earn
you more money. Our unscientific survey found designations get you in the door—and for those who are shortlisted for a position against someone without letters, the
good news is, you win. But don’t expect a fatter paycheque.
Having a CMP (Certified Meeting Professional), CMM
(Certification in Meeting Management), CITE (Certified
Incentive Travel Executive) or other set of letters after
your name doesn’t translate into an immediate promotion
or raise. It should be thought of as something akin to a
university degree, helping to qualify you for the position,
but it’s how you perform that will secure your income,
career advancement and success. Great work still matters.
Jane Wallbridge, vice-president, client services, meetings and events, at Carlson Marketing, and a 30-year
industry veteran, says she got into the industry “before
all the credentials mattered. We were just happy to get
jobs. We learned as we went. But certainly now, I think

every young person in this industry should try to get
their CMP and CITE designations. They raise the bar on
our industry. They say we are worth something.” That
said, she adds they are not a guarantee in moving up the
corporate ladder. “They are looked at as a bonus, if you
have them. And if I were looking at two candidates, I
would take into account their designation as a plus.”

JOB APPLICANTS
Nicola Kastner, CMP, CMM, and director, meetings and
events operations North America, at CWT Meetings &
Events, a division of Carlson Wagonlit Travel, agrees.
Kastner says someone with a CMP interviewing for a job
with her would definitely be ahead of a non-CMP
(assuming all other things were equal), and a candidate
with a CMM would find the door wide open. However, as
much as she respects the letters, they don’t guarantee a
leg up the corporate ladder. Credentials may only place a
planner in position for promotion. Kastner says, “There
are certain skills that come along with each position and
the designations help represent those skills and make it
easier to identify those people.”
The bonus—and this is especially helpful to small
shops—is the comfort credentials give clients. Les Selby,
manager of strategic delivery at Carlson Marketing, and
a 21-year-veteran with a CMP and CMM, believes designations give clients “a greater comfort zone. There are a
number of RFPs we have answered, over the years, where
they ask about designations and professional association
membership. I think it gives proof that you are serious
about what you do.”
Kastner adds, “Recently, I had a client conversation
about whether somebody should be considered a senior
meeting planner if they don’t have the designation. I
MeetingsCanada.com
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don’t necessarily agree with that. There are people who
have an awful lot of experience in the industry and are
absolutely senior at what they do, who don’t have a designation, but I thought it was interesting from a client’s perspective that they were questioning that.”

MONETIZING CREDENTIALS
So the most tangible payoff for having the appropriate letters is being in the game. How much an individual or company can monetize that depends on them. Having the
credentials fortifies the argument that the services of a
professional planner are not a commodity to be haggled
over, like the price of centrepieces, according to Sandy
Biback, CMP, CMM.
Biback, who runs her own shop, Imagination+Meeting
Planners Inc., says, “I charge at the upper end. I do that
based on my knowledge, my resources, my experience and
expertise, and that expertise includes having my CMM.
Most people outside the industry don’t know what it is, so
that gives me an opportunity to explain what it is. And it
also solidifies the fact that I believe what we do is about
business, not about hospitality.”
Fellow CMMers Kastner and Selby agree. Both say their
designation changed how they worked. Kastner says, “The
CMM designation, for me, has absolutely changed the way
I think, absolutely changed the way I operate in business,
and I do not believe I would be in the role I am in today if I
had not taken that designation.” Selby says, “Where the
CMP is all about meeting logistics and how well you plan a
meeting, the CMM is all about how meetings fit into your
overall business and marketing objectives and how to use
them to more effectively pursue those objectives.”
The experience of these executives is that the longer a
planner is in business, the greater their need for advanced
education. This is where it becomes tricky for associations, which have to walk the tightrope between providing
education that is relevant for new members, as well as
more experienced and senior players.
It’s not enough to toss a trendy name on a course or programme; the education components need substance to
work across experience. For example, Paul Marchildon,
who ran a boutique marketing agency for nine years before
selling to Maritz and has a CITE from Site (Society of
Incentive Travel Executives), is a fan of the Toronto chapter of the American Marketing Association.
Since this is a smaller, more senior group of executives,
he says, “They’ll take something that is hard to wrestle,
like social media, and narrow it down to how it can be used
for credit-card acquisition in the financial-services sector.
And they’ll have a roundtable with six panelists, including
somebody from financial services, as well as someone who
uses social media really well in packaged goods, and it’s a
really great cross-pollination of ideas.”

[Getting memberships and
earning credentials]

shows you’re
active, current,
and in touch with
what’s going on
and you abide by
a code of ethics.
–Paul Marchildon, CITE
CROSS-POLLINATION
What has concerned some planners is a perceived lack of
cross-pollination of ideas. The concern is that some associations have weakened their programmes by internalizing
education, by using in-house trainers versus expanding to
include non-group views. In a global economy, planners are
looking for a broader-based curriculum to match the needs
of clients working in multiple cultures and economies.
For example, in 2002, when Selby took his CMM in
Washington, D.C., there were more academics and fewer
industry trainers involved.
“They had an economics professor from the Sorbonne
who came in and spoke about business economics and
how events fit in. I found him to have viewpoints I have
never ever heard before and I thought there was some
value to that,” says Selby.
While planners may raise questions to get the best they
can from their memberships, they’re still believers. Biback,
who teaches at several schools, encourages her students to
“join an association. I don’t care which one you join, join.”
And Marchildon adds that membership and earning credentials “show you’re active, current, and in touch with
what’s going on and you abide by a code of ethics.”
Bottom line: belong. Membership does have its privileges—and benefits. Developing professional credentials
shows how far the industry has come from being merely a
collection of party planners.
— Allan Lynch is a New Minas, N.S.-based freelancer writer
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accreditations at a glance
Certiﬁed
Certiﬁcation in
Association Sales
Meeting
Executive
Management

Organization
and/or
Administrator

Requirements

Cost

Course
Frequency

Certiﬁed Special
Events
Professional

Professional
Convention
Management
Association
(PCMA) / PCMA
Education

Meeting
Professionals
International
(MPI)

International
Special Events
Society
(ISES)

None.

Minimum 10
years industry
experience with
expertise in all
aspects of
meeting
management
and consistent
history of
professional
continuing
education.

Three years
full-time
employment in
special-events
industry.

$695 USD,
PCMA members;
$795 USD, nonmembers. Group
rates available.

Ongoing online
course.

$75 Cdn
application, MPI
members; $125
Cdn, nonmembers; $1,800
Cdn, for MPI
member
acceptance into
programme;
$2,200 Cdn,
non-members.

$600 USD
application and
exam fee.

Certiﬁed in
Exhibition
Management

International
Association of
Exhibitions and
Events
(IAEE)

Certiﬁed Meeting
Professional

Certiﬁed
Association
Executive

Convention
Industry Council
(CIC)

American
Society of
Association
Executives / CAE
Commission
(Independent
ASAE certifying
body)

Minimum five
Two sections
Three years in
years experience,
with five levels of
bachelor’s
the exhibition
industry prior to experience from
degree or
beginning the
which applicants
professional
equivalency.
CEM programme.
can qualify.

On-location
courses: $215
USD, members;
$350, nonmembers. Online
courses: $315
USD, members;
$570 USD, nonmembers.

$225 USD,
application fee;
$450 USD, exam
registration fee;
$200 USD, CMP
recertification
fee.

$500 USD
application fee,
members; $700
USD, nonmembers.

At least once per
year guaranteed,
with potential for
a second course.

Four times a year
in 15-day
windows at
testing locations
worldwide.

Course module
offered several
times a year.
Courses offered
in Canada.

Twice a year in
the U.S. Once a
year for
international
chapters.

Exams held twice
a year.

Re-Qualification Required?

No.

No.

Every five years,
$200 USD.

Every three
years. Fee
charged.

Every five years,
$200 USD.

Every three
years. Fee
charged.

More Info

pcma.org

mpi.org

ises.com

iaee.com

convention
industry.org

asaecenter.org

The Society of Incentive Travel Executives (Site) has suspended accreditation of the CITE (Certified Incentive Travel
Executive) designation while new criteria are developed.
MeetingsCanada.com
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In M&IT’s second annual salary survey, we asked more than 300 meeting
planners to share how much they earn annually, for the purposes of this
benchmarking study. The results may surprise you.
written by CHRISTINE OTSUKA

oney. It’s a topic most people just don’t talk about. For some, it’s about manners.
As children, we’re taught that it’s impolite to ask others how much money they
make. For others, it’s a matter of fear that you will learn you make much less
or much more than your peers. And in some extreme cases, asking a colleague how much
they make is cause for termination. But understanding what others earn is important as we
navigate our careers so we can gauge the value of our contributions. That’s why M&IT created
the Canadian meeting planning industry’s only benchmarking study. Now, in its second year,
we’ve added a twist. Our goal was to create three personas that would represent the average
meeting and event coordinator, meeting and event manager and executive manager who
plan meetings—all in an effort to help you find yourself in our tables. After all, if you can’t see
yourself in our data, then it’s not worth the paper it’s printed on. So, how do you measure up?
And compared to our national averages, are you overpaid? Read on to find out.

To comment, snap here (see page 9 for
instructions) or visit MeetingsCanada.com
and search “Salary Report”
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Source: Meetings & Incentive Travel 2011 Salary Survey

The Average Meeting/
Event Coordinator
female

The Av
Average
Meeting/
Event Manager

42 years old
8 years experience

Spends 67%
of her time
planning meetings
Works 44 hours a week
Moderately stressed
Earns

$51,400 a year

Somewhat satisfied with salary

female
45 years old
12 years experience

Spends 75%
of her time
planning meetings
Works 49 hours a week
Moderately stressed
Earns

$70,800 a year

Somewhat satisfied with salary

3× more likely to have

a CMP designation
than a meeting/
event coordinator
Source: Meetings & Incentive Travel 2011 Salary Survey
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The Average
Executive Manager
1 in 2 are female
51 years old
15 years experience

Spends 43%
of her time
planning meetings
Works 50 hours a week
Moderately stressed
Earns

$89,000 a year

Somewhat satisfied with salary

w

hile women make up
the vast majority of
meeting/event coordinator
positions (85 per cent) and
meeting/event manager
positions (87 per cent), they
only make up 54 per cent of the
executive management category. Of the small number of
men that make up the meeting
planning industry, a whopping
46 per cent hold executive
management titles. What’s
sending men to the top?

2× more likely to

belong to two
industry associations
than meeting/event
managers and 4×
more likely than
meeting/event
coordinators

The Job Market
WHILE EVENT PLANNING invariably

involves marketing, there are fewer jobs out
there for event managers and coordinators than
those in pure marketing positions. Together,
event managers and event coordinators occupy
nearly the same number of job postings on
Workopolis.ca than senior level marketers.
Last year, the site saw 156 postings for event
managers and event coordinators in Canada,
while marketing director/director of marketing
postings occupied 145 of the site’s listings.
Meanwhile, last year, marketing coordinators
were in high demand, with 578 postings, up
from 401 postings in 2009.

Source: Workopolis
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Source: Meetings & Incentive Travel 2011 Salary Survey

How Do You Compare?
Averages help us gauge where we are in relation to our peers.
Take a look at the overall national averages for meeting planners
in Canada, and find out if you’re overpaid, underpaid or in line with
the average annual salary for your experience, sector and age.

By Experience
0–5 years
6–10 years
11–15 years
16–20 years
21+ years

$54,700
$68,100
$74,500
$72,700
$85,000

By Sector
Corporate
Non-profit/Assoc.
Third party

$65,100
$66,400
$79,300

By Age
30 & under
31–50
51+

$51,700
$70,600
$71,900

Stress Levels
Planning and executing meetings can be stressful. Common sense
would dictate that stress levels become more manageable with
age and experience. But our respondents told a different story.
Surprisingly, stress levels appeared to increase with age and
years of experience. Undoubtedly, meeting planners have felt the
pressure of shrinking budgets and inflated expectations. Multitaskers by nature, meetings planners have yet to master one
essential task: managing stress.

By Experience	
0–5 years
6–10 years
11–15 years
16–20 years
21+ years

Very High/High
20%
29%
23%
44%
42%

By Age	
30 & under
31–50
51+

Very High/High
18%
34%
29%

The Wage Gap
Despite being a women-dominated industry, the men that enter
the field earn more per year than their female counterparts, even
when comparing similar experience in the meeting planning
industry. In 2011, the wage gap still exists.

Men
Women

1–5 Years

6–10

11-15

16-20

20+

$73,600
$50,800

$76,400
$66,700

$90,600
$69,900

$86,300
$70,100

$96,700
$79,700

Source: Meetings & Incentive Travel 2011 Salary Survey
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AUGUST 23–24, 2011

METRO TORONTO CONVENTION CENTRE
TORONTO, ONTARIO

Celebrating our 20 year!
th

REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN
FOR CANADA’S LARGEST EVENT FOR THE
MEETINGS AND EVENTS INDUSTRY!
Here’s a sneak peek at this year’s education lineup
COLLABORATION NATION: CREATING INTERACTIVE &
ENGAGING EVENTS THAT SPEAK TO EVERY GENERATION
Bridging generational gaps is the key to today’s organizational success, and
it starts in the meeting room. Generation expert Seth Mattison explores how
meeting planners can create events that speak to everyone, from the formal
traditionalist CEO down to the fickle millennial intern, using new room layouts
and interactive technology.

Seth Mattison
CRISIS PLAN MUST-HAVES
Regardless of the size or complexity of your event, you need a crisis plan.
Tyra Hilliard, Esq., CMP, will show you what every crisis plan requires, as well as
what should be done before, during, and after every event. Leave this session
with a framework and next steps to put your plan in place, from one of the few
practicing attorneys and educators who holds the Certified Meeting Professional
(CMP) designation.

Tyra Hilliard, Esq., CMP

ALL-ACCESS EDUCATION PASS ONLY $69
Plus, a trade-show ﬂoor ﬁlled with over 700 exhibitors from local, national
and international destinations and suppliers
Hotels & Resorts • Convention Centres • Airlines • CVB’s • DMC’s
Caterers • Audio Visual • Decor and Much More!

Tradeshow is complimentary for buyers!
REGISTER TODAT AT

Welcome Sponsor

Produced by

las vegas

Bright lights, big business.

ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT TO MEETINGS & INCENTIVE TRAVEL MAGAZINE
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VALUE, CHOICE AND ACCESS.

THAT’S WHAT I CALL

AMENITIES.

Productivity depends on holding a meeting in a place where my team can get
things done, and no other city draws more attendance than Las Vegas. The reason
is pure and simple — state-of-the-art meeting facilities mixed with world-class
accommodations, including almost 150,000 hotel rooms, most within a 15-minute
drive from the airport. That’s why more meeting planners choose to do business in Las Vegas
than any other city. Get the facts and get your team on board at VisitLasVegas.ca.

Las Vegas
Convention and
Visitors Authority

Vegas Means Business
When it’s time to get down to business, Las Vegas delivers. Planners who
choose Las Vegas for their meetings, conferences and events see greater
attendee engagement and a 13 per cent bump in attendance.
t starts with the location—Las Vegas
has the right space for your group,
large or small. The city has more than
10.5-million sq. ft. of exhibit space and is
home to three of the country’s 10 largest
convention sites—the Las Vegas Convention Center, the Sands Expo and Convention Center, and the Mandalay Bay
Convention Center. Las Vegas hosts more
than 19,000 meetings, conventions and
incentive programmes annually, ranging in
size from 10 to over 100,000. The brandnew facilities at The Cosmopolitan of Las
Vegas feature 150,000 sq. ft. of meeting
space in a broad selection of meeting
rooms. The resort’s vertically integrated
design makes for an easy transition from
meeting time to leisure time.
The attractiveness of Las Vegas also
generates strong attendance. On average,
attendance increases 13 per cent when
conventions rotate in to Las Vegas and
research shows that attendees spend more
time in meetings and on the trade-show
floor when meetings are held in Las Vegas.
With more than 900 flights per day and
nonstop service from more than 130 U.S.
cities, Las Vegas is easy on your time and
budget. McCarran International Airport is
only a mile from the fabled Las Vegas Boulevard and just 3.5 miles from the Las Vegas

Convention Center. Most of the nearly
150,000 hotel rooms in Las Vegas are
within a 15-minute drive from the airport.
No place understands the importance of
good service better than Las Vegas. With
everything from five-star resorts to quality
motels, you’ll find the right accommodations
for your budget. Las Vegas has nearly
250,000 resort-industry employees and
their dedication to your business will provide
the best convention experience in the world.
Las Vegas also has plenty of options for
delegates to get from one place to another,
including bus, taxi, shuttles and the country’s
first automated monorail. And you’ll experience more great service dining in Las Vegas,
whether you’re enjoying the finest cuisine
from one of the many celebrity chefs who
have set up shop in the world’s premier
meetings destination, or indulging at one of
the city’s well-known all-you-can-eat buffets.
The world’s biggest conventions convene
in Las Vegas, including the International Consumer Electronics Show, with approximately
140,000 attendees in January, 2010, displaying the latest gadgets and technology. Representatives from more than 130 countries
attend the event and each attendee has an
average of 12 meetings while at CES—part of
the 1.7-million meetings conducted during
the multi-day event.

Advertising supplement to Meetings & Incentive Travel magazine

MAGIC, CONEXPO-CON/AGG and IMEX
America are part of the lineup that helped
Las Vegas to be listed atop the Tradeshow
Week 200 for 16 consecutive years. Additionally, the Las Vegas Convention Center
has signed an agreement to be an official
World Trade Center site, expanding the
LVCC’s global reach.
Las Vegas also has ideal weather, with
nearly 320 days of sunshine per year and
less than five inches of rain annually. When
you factor in our service culture, convenient
location and expert assistance, you’d be
hard-pressed to find a better value out
there. Go to VisitLasVegas.ca today and
make plans to hold your next meeting in
Las Vegas!

•
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Playa El Camaron Coast

Mazatlan

A brand new $70-million convention facility, historic city centre
and breathtaking natural landscape make this Mexican city the
pearl of the Pacific and a must-see meeting destination.

Old Mazatlan

El Quelite Church

written by Christine Otsuka

 ecommended Website: GoMazatlan.com
R
Average Hotel Room Rate: $110-$140, five-star hotel
(varies seasonally)
Getting There: WestJet offers year-round non-stop
service to Mazatlan from Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton
and Winnipeg. westjet.ca
Convention Facilities: Mazatlan International Center
debuted in November, 2009, with more than 150,000 sq.
ft. of indoor and outdoor meeting space for groups up to
5,000. The $70-million complex borders a new marina
and championship golf course and is minutes from
the Golden Zone’s beachfront resorts, spas, dining and
nightlife. mazatlaninternationalcenter.com
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The colonial district of Old Mazatlan is home to 479
national historic buildings, including the 135-year-old
Angela Peralta Theatre, where groups can enjoy opera,
ballet and contemporary dance performances by the
Delfos Contemporanian dance company.
mazatlan.com.mx/cultural/angelateather.htm
Travel between 12 treetop platforms by zipline during
the Huana Coa Canopy Tour, in the foothills of the Sierra
Madre mountains, 45 minutes from Mazatlan.
huanacoa.com
Play 18 holes parallel to 3.5 miles of pristine beach in the
gated community of Estrella del Mar. Afterwards, release
just-hatched sea turtles into the ocean, care of the largest
private turtle preserve in Mexico. estrelladelmar.com

PHOTOS Mazatlan Hotel Association

The 716-room Hotel Riu Emerald Bay features a conference centre with 10,000 sq. ft. of meeting space spread
across four rooms, including the 5,100-sq.-ft. Grand
Ballroom. riu.com
Mazatlan’s only AA Four Diamond resort, Pueblo
Bonito Emerald Bay offers 345 suites on 20 acres of
land. The resort features 7,000 sq. ft. of meeting space,
a full-service spa and two outdoor pools.
pueblobonitoemeraldbay.com
Set on a world-class marina, El Cid Marina Beach
Hotel features 204 newly renovated guestrooms, 10,000
sq. ft. of state-of-the-art meeting space and a private
beach, with access to championship golf, tennis courts,
spa, water sports and fitness facilities. elcid.com

programme ideas

Rick MacSwain

Itinerary for the UNIGLOBE Geo Travel 2011 Mazatlan
Charity Golf Classic to be held in November, 2011, planned by
Rick MacSwain, partner, general manager leisure and groups,
UNIGLOBE Geo Travel.
DAY 1
Afternoon. Arrive in Mazatlan. Private transfers from airport to El Cid
Marina Beach Hotel and El Cid Castilla Beach Hotel. Check-in.
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Welcome cocktail reception at hotel. Open bar
with a sampling of Mazatlan’s famous shrimp.

DAY 2
6:30 a.m. to 7:45 a.m. Buffet breakfast at La Marina Restaurant at
El Cid Marina Beach Hotel. Transfers begin at 6:45 a.m. at front lobby.
8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Golf tournament at El Cid Golf & Country Club.
Food and beverages are available on the course.
1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Lunch at La Alhambra Restaurant, at El Cid
Castilla Beach Hotel. Afternoon at leisure.
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Group dinner includes authentic Mexican cuisine
at La Cascada, which provides an atmosphere of Old Mexico and the
natural music of a nearby waterfall.

DAY 3
6:30 a.m. to 7:45 a.m. Buffet breakfast at La Marina Restaurant. Shuttle
leaves at 8:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Optional golf at Estrella Del Mar Golf Resort.
Evening. Activities at leisure.

DAY 4
6:30 a.m. to 7:45 a.m. Buffet breakfast at La Marina Restaurant.
8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Golf tournament at El Cid Golf & Country Club.
1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Lunch at leisure at La Alhambra Restaurant.
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Optional sunset cruise, departing from El
Cid Marina Beach Hotel and El Cid Castilla Beach Hotel.
Immaculate Conception Cathedral

DAY 5
6:30 a.m. to 7:45 a.m. Buffet breakfast at La Marina Restaurant.
8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Golf tournament at El Cid Golf & Country Club.

Across the street from the Angela Peralta Theatre, in
Old Mazatlan, Pedro y Lola serves up inspired renditions of regional dishes. An outdoor patio seats 160
and faces Plaza Machado (the Machado square).
restaurantpedroylola.com
Señor Frog’s is known all over the world, but the
Mazatlan location is where it all started. Guests
are in for a wild ride and a memorable time, courtesy
of the notoriously fun-loving staff. The restaurant
seats 400. senorfrogs.com/int_restaurantes.php?id=11
Los Arcos is renowned by locals as one of Mazatlan’s
top seafood eateries. Octopus is grilled to perfection
and mariachi bands serenade guests as they eat. The
restaurant holds up to 200. restaurantlosarcos.com.mx

2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. Lunch at leisure at La Alhambra Restaurant.
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Optional group excursion includes a city tour,
Mexican dinner and shopping along the Malecon.

DAY 6
6:30 a.m. to 7:45 a.m. Buffet breakfast at La Marina Restaurant.
9:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Optional golf at Estrella Del Mar Golf Resort.
6:00 p.m. Gala dinner at the El Cid Golf and Country Club. Someone will
win a trip for two to next year’s tournament. Open bar.

DAY 7
8:00 a.m. Breakfast at La Marina Restaurant.
10:00 a.m. Shuttle departs for airport and flights home.
MeetingsCanada.com
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Sunset in Powell River

Sunshine Coast
B.C.’s Sunshine Coast stretches 180 km., from Langdale to Lund,
offering first-class accommodations; cultural options, such as art
gallery tours; and outdoor activities galore. written by DON DOULOFF

Recommended Website: createconnectdiscover.com
Average Hotel Room Rate: $100-$150 (hotels);
$125-$175 (bed-and-breakfast); $150-$250 (resorts).
Convention Facilities: Powell River Town Centre Hotel
features a 3,500-sq.-ft. ballroom that holds 360, theatrestyle; 250, banquet; and 450, reception. Meeting rooms
range from 280 sq. ft. to 1,650 sq. ft. prtowncentrehotel.com
Getting There: By ferry: BC Ferries (bcferries.com) provides
service to the Sunshine Coast, from Vancouver and Vancouver Island. By air: A number of airlines serve the Sunshine Coast from Vancouver and other departure points:
Pacific Coastal Airlines (pacific-coastal.com), Tofino Air
(tofinoair.ca), Westcoast Air (westcoastair.com), Saltspring
Air (saltspringair.com) and KD Air (kdair.com).
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Starfish line the Sunshine Coast beaches

Alpha Adventures specializes in four-season adventures, ranging from kayaking, canoeing, stand-up
paddle boarding and biking to snowshoeing, and
cross-country and back-country skiing. Tours and
lessons are offered for all skill levels.
outdooradventurestore.ca
Terracentric Coastal Adventures creates leadership retreats and workshops using a combination of
group challenges, ropes course and wilderness-travel
experiences. terracentricadventures.com
On tranquil Welcome Beach, Halfmoon Haven
retreat offers spa treatments; private yoga classes;
a multipurpose sports court; a sand volleyball court;
and an 800-sq.-ft. multi-purpose yurt perfect for
small business retreats. halfmoonhaven.com

PHOTOS Rockwater Secret Cove Resort, Kelly Funk/Tourism Powell River, Darren Robinson

Boasting views of Malaspina Strait, Rockwater Secret
Cove Resort’s unique Tenthouse Suites take private-tent
accommodations to luxurious heights, offering king
beds, hydrotherapy deep-soaker tubs, propane fireplaces
and private verandas. rockwatersecretcoveresort.com
Painted Boat Resort, in Madeira Park, features 31
luxury, two-bedroom villas, some with dens and lofts.
Seek refuge in the on-site spa’s seven treatment rooms,
hydrotherapy room, Glacial Clay Room and outdoor spa
garden. paintedboat.com
At the Coast’s upper end, Desolation Sound Resort
offers 12 spacious, fully furnished oceanfront chalets
(some with private hot tubs on the deck), perched on
a hillside surrounded by cedars and firs, overlooking
Okeover Inlet. desolationresort.com

Rockwater Secret Cove Resort’s Tenthouse Suite

programme ideas
Itinerary for a Sunshine Coast proChristine Hollman
gramme put together by Terracentric
Coastal Adventures, with assistance
from Routes to Learning Canada.
Pictured, at right, is Christine Hollman, of Terracentric.
DAY 1
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Independent arrivals, Vancouver.
4:00 p.m. Check into Best Western Sands by the Sea.
6:00 p.m. Welcome dinner, hotel. Programme orientation/introductions.

DAY 2
7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. Breakfast at hotel.
8:00 a.m. Board coach for ferry, from Horseshoe Bay to Langdale.
9:40 a.m. to 10:20 a.m. Ferry to Langdale.
10:30 a.m. to Noon. Board hired coach. Visit Iris Griffith Nature Centre.
Kayaks on the shore in Desolation Sound

Noon to 1:30 p.m. Lunch (options: Ruby Lake Resort or Back Eddy
Resort & Marina Pub & Restaurant).
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Hike to Skookumchuck Tidal Rapids. Board coach
for ferry from Earl’s Cove, in Egmont, to Saltery Bay.
5:35 p.m. Ferry to Saltery Bay, then road transportation to Powell River.
7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Dinner at Laughing Oyster.
8:30 p.m. Check into Historic Lund Hotel. Presentation: History of Lund.

DAY 3
6:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. Breakfast at hotel.
7:00 a.m. Coach transfer to Powell River Ferry terminal.
8:10 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. Ferry from Powell River to Comox.
9:30 a.m. Board coach at Comox Ferry Terminal.
9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Campbell River Museum; participate in First
Nations activity.
1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Lunch at local restaurant.
2:30 p.m. Depart for hotel. Check into April Point Resort.
3:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Free time to explore Campbell River.
David Bowes’ bold cuisine rules at Laughing Oyster
Bistro, in Powell River. Post-dinner, Bowes croons folk
and classic-rock favourites. laughingoyster.ca
Rockwater Secret Cove Resort’s inventive food,
anchored by the freshest B.C. ingredients, satisfies
mightily. rockwatersecretcoveresort.com
Sleek and modern, The Restaurant at Painted Boat
serves up creative West Coast cuisine. Private dining
for groups of up to 70. paintedboat.com
For ‘pre’ and ‘post’ dining suggestions in Vancouver, snap here (see
page 9 for instructions) or visit
MeetingsCanada.com and search
“Vancouver Food Faves”

6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Farewell barbecue dinner at hotel.
7:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Free time.

DAY 4
6:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. Breakfast at hotel.
7:00 a.m. Check-out of hotel; board water taxis.
7:30 a.m. Board coach; transfer to Nanaimo Ferry Terminal (Duke Point).
10:15 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. Ferry to Tsawwassen Terminal (Vancouver).
12:15 p.m. Independent departures from Tsawwassen Ferry Terminal.
Shuttle service available to Vancouver and flights home.

MeetingsCanada.com
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It’s just smart business.
OVERBOOKED
NOT OVERBOOKED

WESTJET
FLIGHTS

420

OFFICE COFFEE
REMAINING
7 AM

THE AVERAGE

NUMBER OF
We never
overbook.
Not ever.

WESTJET

8 AM

EVERY DAY

WHEN YOU
WANT SOME

FLIGHTS

That’s important for
anyone and crucial for
business travellers.

12

THE NUMBER OF MUSCLES YOU USE
TO SMILE. WE FLEX OURS A LOT.

REWARD
PREFERENCE
WESTJET
DOLLARS

PEN WITH
OUR LOGO

YOUR BUSINESS

MUG WITH
OUR LOGO

OUR BUSINESS

Flying with us has its rewards.
We designed our Frequent Guest Program with something
business can really use—a great way to save while doing
more business or enjoying a well-earned rest. The program
rewards guests with WestJet dollars that can be used just
like cash on your next WestJet ﬂight or WestJet Vacations
package. Learn more at westjet.com/frequentguest.

SMART BUSINESS

Travel with the people who do business the way you do.

AFTER A MEETING

VALUE OF BEING
THERE IN PERSON

AFTER A PARTY
GOLFING
WITH BOTH

AFTER A
REALITY SHOW
FINALE

MEETING
THE CEO
MEETING
THE VP

With WestJet’s competitive prices, you can be where
you need to be when you need to be – in person.

Arriving on time is important.
We publish our on-time performance statistics.
See the numbers for yourself at westjet.com.

Bottom lines
we care about

YOURS

OURS

AMOUNT
OF OFFICE
TALK

WESTJETTERS
WERE RANKED

NUMBER
1
IN THE AIRLINE STAFF
SERVICE EXCELLENCE
2010 AIRLINE AWARDS

Thanks
to you


Jennifer Wood

Conference Learning Objectives Checklist
Continuous education and professional development is a must, for planners to maintain a competitive
edge. Below are some tips on how to set personal learning objectives, and what to look for generally,
before attending a conference or other professional-development session. written by JENNIFER WOOD
❍ Assess your ‘personal return on investment’ (ROI).
Planners assess their personal return on investment
with the same set of eyes they use in selecting a
speaker for their clients’ events. They hold the organizing group up to the same standards they hold
themselves, if not more so. Perhaps this is because
planners need to be accountable to many stakeholders when they opt to attend a conference, networking
or education session. If you work for yourself, you
need to pay out of pocket. If you work for an organization, you need to gain approval before attending,
often having to file a report upon completion.
Regardless of who is paying your salary, time out of
the office means time away from project productivity. And if scrutiny shows that the ROI isn’t there,
future requests will be quashed.
❍ Planners should consider accreditation renewal
requirements. CMP/CMM recipients must have
completed several professional development courses
within five years of accreditation.
❍ If you have exhausted the channels of one organization, mix it up by trying another association. If you’re
a member of MPI, attend a session with PCMA, Site,
etc., for new experiences and contacts.
❍ Set learning goals. Planners need/want to walk
away having learned more than they knew before.
And for senior planners who have ‘been there, done
that,’ that’s a tall order. Once the basics have been
mastered, much of what expands a planner’s arsenal
is gained through direct experience.
Session/education goals worth setting include:
> Anything that makes your job easier, faster and thus,
more efficient.
> Information/ideas you can pass along directly to
your clients, e.g. unique food and beverage ideas;
cost-saving options; sponsorship benefits.
> Take away one to three pieces of useful information
to improve your, or your client’s, product offering.
> Beyond session content, you can set other goals,
such as expanding your network, making a
contact(s) that you can use later.

❍ Don’t socialize! Sometimes experienced, well-connected planners fall into the trap of using industry
events as a means to catch up and socialize with
friends; however, setting a goal of meeting three new
people, and following up to thank them for the introduction within a week of the conference, is a worthwhile and achievable target.
❍ Increase your technology knowledge base. Technology is evolving at a faster rate than ever before. To
that end, planners need to stay abreast of the trends.
Therefore, seek out hands-on education sessions
showcasing technology or processes that will make
business more efficient, more creative and simpler.
From my perspective, if I see that, for instance,
James Spellos is running a conference workshop, I
will choose to attend his lab-style sessions, because
I have come to trust his expertise and what it can
teach me. Also, I know that there will be computers
set up and that I can literally get my hands on what’s
new in the world of technology.

session tips
Follow these criteria to make sure each conference, and
individual education session, meets your needs.
❍ Identify the expertise level of the prospective session
(junior, senior, expert).
❍ Look for sessions that present the ‘latest and greatest.’
❍ Consider taking some refresher courses to fine-tune
out-of-date information.
❍ Are cross-generational/cross-functional networking
opportunities offered?
❍ Look for those sessions that are interactive and get
attendees involved and moving.
❍ Seek out lab-style technology sessions that offer
hands-on equipment.
❍ Gravitate to sessions featuring reputable speakers.

— Guest columnist Jennifer Wood, BA, CMP, is president,
Convene Inc. (convene.ca) and executive producer and host,
FAMTripTV.com
MeetingsCanada.com
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Meet and retreat in the Rocky Mountain province.
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Banff & Lake Louise
Tourism

Banff & Lake Louise
Tourism

Majestic Meetings
Banff and Lake Louise offer a spectacular natural setting for memorable
meeting and incentive programmes.

iscover the beauty of the world’s
finest national park and meeting
destination—Banff National Park.
A World UNESCO Heritage Site and Canada’s first national park, Banff ’s rich history
dates back to 1885, with the discovery of a
natural hot spring. Today, Banff and Lake
Louise offer a landscape of possibilities for
meetings and incentives.
An experienced group destination, Banff
National Park can handle more than 1,000
delegates. Yet, smaller meetings will find
tranquil spaces at boutique hotels and
modern mountain lodges that offer competitive pricing to fit every budget.
Few hotels offer the grandeur and opulence of the Fairmont Banff Springs—an
icon of Canadian hospitality. An ideal
choice for larger meetings, the property is
home to the largest resort meeting space in
Canada under one roof. With 768 guestrooms, 76,000 sq. ft. of meeting space, a
27-hole golf course and full-service Willow
Stream Spa, planners will delight in this
mountain resort. History melds with luxurious amenities and group functionality at
the Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise, which
offers 36,000 sq. ft. of meeting space and
550 alpine-inspired guestrooms, with outdoor experiences at your doorstep.
The Banff Centre, a member of IACC
(International Association of Conference
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Centers), features 72,000 sq. ft. of meeting
space in 60 unique facilities for up to 1,000
people. The LEED-certified Kinnear Centre
for Creativity and Innovation features
21,000 sq. ft. of flexible meeting space,
with breathtaking views of the Bow Valley.
Whether attendees seek a relaxing experience or an adrenaline-pumping thrill,
there is something for all interests during
all seasons.
In the summer, attendees can golf,
canoe, raft the rapids, fly-fish in tranquility,
bike, horseback ride or hike amidst a carpet
of wildflowers. Winter provides opportunities for guests to ski and snowboard on
champagne powder at three world-class
resorts, snowshoe, cross-country ski, dogsled across the Continental Divide, take
guided walking tours through ice canyons,
enjoy a horse-drawn sleigh ride, and ice
skate with views of mountain peaks. Sightseeing activities are available year-round by
helicopter or gondola.
Professional development takes on new
meaning in Banff Lake Louise, as teams
encourage each other to take the leap at
the Rope Course, paddle in unison in a
Voyageur Canoe, or make a difference with
environmental contributions.
Planning a dine-around is easy, with more
than 125 restaurants to choose from. Delve
into delicious, regionally focused cuisine, a

Greek feast, or Swiss-style fondue—the
options are as vast as the majestic vistas.
For a unique winter group experience,
consider hosting an evening of private skiing under the night lights at Mt. Norquay,
followed by a delectable meal and dancing
in the spacious Cascade Lodge.
The infamous ‘Donut Tents’ provide an
authentic mountain cowboy experience at
Brewster’s MountView Barbecue. Revel in
western hospitality with BBQ Hip of Beef
and dancing around the bonfire. In Lake
Louise, a horse-drawn wagon will transport
your guests to the Brewster Dance Barn,
where historic photos cover the walls, creating a uniquely Rocky Mountain experience.
A stunning backdrop of mountains and
glaciers makes Banff and Lake Louise a
planner’s creative dream. Meeting planners
have access to experienced local professionals with insider knowledge of the area
and the know-how to seamlessly deliver
group services.
From Calgary, the journey to Banff is a
scenic hour and a half, and Lake Louise is a
two-hour transfer. Local professional transportation suppliers provide customized service with privately chartered motorcoaches
and vehicles at affordable rates. Alternatively, regularly scheduled airport shuttle
service is both reliable and convenient.
The combination of spectacular natural
beauty, first-class accommodation and flexible meeting space makes Banff Lake Louise the ideal meeting and incentive
destination for programmes that encourage
attendees to discover their motivation, creativity and productivity.

•
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World renowned Banﬀ and Lake Louise oﬀers an unparalleled level of ﬁrst-class accommodation
and amenities that will leave your attendees feeling inspired. Book your next meeting today.
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Fairmont Hotels
& Resorts

Refined Luxury, Modern Comforts
Fairmont Hotels & Resorts: Alberta’s Rocky Mountain hosts.
ulfilling the 19th century dream of
former Canadian Pacific Railway
vice-president, Cornelius Van Horne,
Fairmont’s Rocky Mountain resorts combine
refined luxury and modern comforts with
the pristine surroundings of one of Canada’s most breathtaking landscapes.
With three distinct properties to choose
from in Banff, Lake Louise and Jasper, Fairmont Hotels & Resorts embodies the best
of both worlds, each offering a unique
menu of four-season experiences in the
heart of the Canadian Rockies.
The Fairmont Banff Springs
In the heart of Banff National Park, the
Fairmont Banff Springs is a true symbol of
Canadian hospitality. The resort offers 768
guestrooms featuring breathtaking panoramic views, including 72 Fairmont Gold
accommodations that exude the exclusive
lifestyle hotel experience embraced by Fairmont’s commitment to service excellence.
For planners, the Fairmont Banff Springs
offers more than 76,000 sq. ft. of versatile
function and exhibit space, including the
refined setting of Mt. Stephen Hall. The
property’s two ballrooms can accommodate state-of-the-art presentations for up
to 1,500 delegates, or gala dinners in the
turn-of-the-century elegance of the Cascade Ballroom. Nine dining options, many
of which are conducive to luncheons and
group dinners, are also available.

Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise
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The Fairmont Banff Springs also offers 27
holes of championship golf, as well as the
pampered treatments of the Willow Stream
Spa. Year-round activities range from hiking, biking and fishing in the summer
months, to world-class skiing, snowboarding and dogsledding in the winter.
The Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise
Just 45 minutes west of Banff, Fairmont
Chateau Lake Louise offers the unparalleled
serenity of a true Rocky Mountain wilderness experience. While just a two-hour
drive from Calgary International Airport,
the 554-room property, which includes 43
Fairmont Gold rooms and suites, will whisk
you worlds away, with its historic grandeur.
When it comes to meetings, Fairmont
Chateau Lake Louise features 36,000 sq. ft.
of state-of-the-art spaces, including the
new Mount Temple Wing, designed to
accommodate the needs of 21st-century
business. From leading-edge technologies
and spectacular settings, to the guidance of
an experienced Conference Services Team,
Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise is an ideal
destination for meetings and incentives.
Guests at the Fairmont Chateau Lake
Louise can immerse themselves in nature’s
tranquil surroundings through the property’s Mountain Heritage guided tours, ranging from hikes and canoe trips in the
summer, to snowshoeing and cross country
skiing in the winter. Back on property,
guests can indulge in the pampered treatments of the newly renovated spa or by the
fine dining experience of the property’s
Four Diamond dining room.
The Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge
A drive along the scenic Icefields Parkway
will lead you to the Fairmont Jasper Park
Lodge, encompassing 700 acres along the
emerald-green shores of Lac Beauvert. The
Lodge’s unique layout makes it perfect for
corporate retreats and group travel.
The lodge’s 446 guestrooms offer lake or
mountain views, including six luxury signature cabins ranging in size from three to
eight bedrooms. The Fairmont Jasper Park
Lodge also offers 26,520 sq. ft. of meeting

Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge

Fairmont Banff Springs

space across 17 rooms and can accommodate up to 1,000 delegates.
The lodge’s newly revitalized Beauvert
Shopping promenade offers exclusive
names like Jasper Hawes and Open Country and is home to the relaxing ambience of
the 10,000-sq.-ft. Fairmont Spa. The promenade also showcases the art of Mountain
Galleries, as well as the fine dining experience of Cavell’s restaurant and terrace.
The Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge also
boasts Canada’s number-one resort golf
course, as voted by ScoreGolf Magazine.
The unforgettable Stanley Thompson
designed 18-hole course flows through the
magnificent Rocky Mountains, gracing the
shores of Lac Beauvert.
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The Fairmont Banff Springs

The Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise

The Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge

Unforgettable meetings in three iconic settings.
The Fairmont Banff Springs, The Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise and The Fairmont
Jasper Park Lodge offer ideal meeting locations in the beautiful Canadian Rockies,
with access through Calgary and Edmonton International Airports.

Our dedicated Sales & Catering team is here to bring your meeting or special
event to life. Big or small, we guarantee a unique, successful and memorable
event.

1 866 662-6060
fairmontmeetings.com

ALBERTA

Calgary TELUS
Convention Centre

A Cut Above
The Calgary TELUS Convention Centre’s flexible space, modern technology
and superior service keep the facility at the forefront of Calgary meetings.
or more than 30 years, the Calgary
TELUS Convention Centre (CTCC)
has hosted an average of 1,200 conventions and business conferences annually. The spectacular facility features
122,000 sq. ft. of flexible space, including
36 meeting rooms that never feel too big or
too small. The CTCC offers 47,000 sq. ft. of
exhibit space, five pre-function areas and a
20,000-sq.-ft. ballroom.
Throughout the year, the CTCC plays
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host to numerous banquets, charity events
and awards ceremonies. Combining a glamourous venue with imaginative decoration
and gourmet menus allows the CTCC to
create memorable events, from black-tie
formal to Stampede hoedown. The North
Building’s 29-ft. floor-to-ceiling windows
make a grand statement. In the South
Building, the recently renovated Macleod
Hall welcomes guests with 20-ft. ceilings
and a large pre-function area.
The CTCC’s exclusive partnership with
the Calgary Marriott Hotel delivers the
quality food, beverage and service planners
expect from the Marriott brand. Award-winning executive chef Kevin Birch creates
meals to suit any occasion, from multigrain
flapjacks and Alberta beef tenderloin for
breakfast to wild mushroom torte or muscovy duck for dinner. Impress guests with a
dim sum selection at lunch or a colourful
martini bar after-hours. Expect gourmet
coffee service to perk up delegates for a
morning meeting and healthy snacks to
keep them going throughout the day.
Meetings at the CTCC are always productive, inventive and memorable. Flexible
configurations, individual thermostats,
advanced telecommunication abilities and
soundproof walls create the optimum

environment for successful business, negotiation and collaboration.
As one of the most technologically
advanced convention facilities in the country, the CTCC was the first in Canada to
install CAT6 cabling. This progressive
cabling technology provides planners with
the highest data rate capability in the business. In addition, groups receive their own
managed, secure network for high-speed
bandwidth-on-demand inter-networking
solutions and private access to corporate
networks. Fully wired with technology, the
CTCC can connect meeting delegates
between rooms or across continents.
Dedicated and enthusiastic staff take
pride in exceeding expectations. As such,
the CTCC provides the 333 service hotline
and Business Service Centre, a one-stop
shop for event photocopying, faxing, laminating and office supplies. To ensure superb
customer service, an event manager is
appointed to each event. This dedicated
event manager acts as liaison between the
CTCC’s team members and partners and
delivers on the promise to provide the most
appropriate space, decorations and audiovisual systems for the size and nature of the
function. Experienced and friendly event
services staff will provide the attention to
detail necessary to ensure planners and
guests are invariably impressed.
Located in the heart of Calgary, the CTCC
is within walking distance to a variety of restaurants, cultural landmarks, entertainment
venues and shopping, and only 20 minutes
from Calgary’s international airport.

•

THE CALGARY
CONVENTION CONNECTION
>
>
>
>

180,000 sq. ft. of meeting space
1,100 guestrooms
All under one roof
The CTCC is directly connected
to more than 1,100 four-star
hotel rooms. The adjacent Calgary Marriott, as well as Hyatt
Regency Calgary and the Fairmont Palliser, are minutes away
through convenient indoor pathways and skywalks.
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2,330 hours of sunshine a year

75 million years of history

122,000 sf of convention space

ALBERTA

Meetings & Conventions
Calgary

Meetings Made Easy

WHY
CALGARY?
10 reasons to choose Calgary for your
next meeting, event or convention:

From advice to turnkey service, Meetings & Conventions Calgary
is a one-stop shop for meeting planners.

1

Much to see and do. From mystery dinner theatres to the elephant crossing at the Calgary Zoo,
there’s something for everyone.

2

Safe, clean and friendly. Calgary is the cleanest city in the
world, but it’s also the 25th safest.

3

Easily accessible. Downtown
Calgary is a 20-minute drive
from the airport.

4

Experience hosting international events. Calgary has
hosted the Winter Olympics and is
home to the Calgary Stampede.

5

Diverse venues. Calgary offers
a high-tech convention centre,
rustic ranches, full-service exhibition halls and college campuses.

algary is known for doing things
differently. That’s why it’s no surprise that Calgary is the first city in
Canada to create a stand-alone organization dedicated to serving the meetings,
conventions and incentive travel market.
Working in cooperation with the city’s
hospitality industry, Meetings & Conventions Calgary’s mandate is to assist meeting
planners, association executives and corporate clients when considering the city for
their event. The marketing organization’s
goal is to ensure the process of researching
and booking events is simple, straightforward and seamless. As such, the team at
Meetings & Conventions Calgary is flexible
and adaptable to each individual planner’s
preferred way of booking his or her event.
Meetings & Conventions Calgary staff act as
the intermediary between planners and the
Calgary team members provide venues,
accommodation and other services to help
plan a successful meeting.
Meetings & Conventions Calgary is a onestop shop for a range of meeting planning
services, from local information and planning assistance to a full, turnkey solution.
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Their website (meetingscalgary.com) provides planners with a central, searchable,
repository of information about meeting
venues and accommodations in Calgary.
The site also provides a single point of
contact and the ability for planners to submit requests for proposals (RFPs) that
Meetings & Conventions Calgary can distribute to venues and service providers
through an electronic bid-referral system.
Meetings & Conventions Calgary coordinates appropriate resources to develop a
comprehensive multi-party bid.
Finding the right people and suppliers is
crucial, and the team at Meetings & Conventions Calgary can give planners a head
start when researching their event, by
reaching out to their local contacts in the
community and facilitating the right fit.
Finally, Meetings & Conventions Calgary
can provide local logistical support for
events, to ensure things run smoothly and
issues are addressed quickly. Calgarians are
known for finding new ways to work
together and for lending a hand when
needed. Meetings & Conventions Calgary is
no different.

6

Comfortable accommodations
for all budgets. Calgary has
more than 11,000 hotel rooms to
choose from.

7

The Rocky Mountains. Breathtaking views of Canada’s
largest mountain range can be
enjoyed from Calgary’s downtown.

8

No municipal or provincial
taxes. Alberta is the only
province in Canada without a provincial sales tax.

9

A captivating social scene.
From opera to NHL hockey,
horseback riding, to archaeological digs, Calgary has it all.

10

Experienced, professional
planning assistance. Meetings & Conventions Calgary is onhand to help planners through
every stage of their event.

•
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More.
More white hats. More planning support.
More sunny skies. More ﬂexibility. More energy.
More direct ﬂights. More meeting-friendly.
More attendees.
Find out how Calgary offers you more.
Toll-free 1 877 710 6338
www.meetingscalgary.com

ALBERTA

Hotel Alma

Class Act
Whether meeting for business, academic conferences or cultural events,
Hotel Alma provides planners with a new alternative in northwest Calgary.

ocated in the heart of the University
of Calgary campus, Hotel Alma is
Canada’s first full-service campus
hotel. Opened in October, 2009, the hotel is
owned and operated by the University of
Calgary and offers 81 Euro-style standard
rooms and 15 one-bedroom suites. All
accommodations feature wireless Internet
access, flat-screen televisions, free local and
long distance calls, complimentary deluxe

continental breakfast and daily maid service.
Whether meeting for business, academic
conferences or cultural events, Hotel Alma
provides planners with a new alternative in
northwest Calgary. The hotel features five
boardroom-style meeting rooms, each with
a capacity for 12 delegates. The Senate
Room, located on the top floor, can accommodate 125 for theatre-style meetings or
receptions and provides panoramic views
of the city and campus. All meeting spaces
feature integrated technologies, including
wireless Internet, projectors and screens.
Hotel Alma’s meeting facilities are available
to hotel guests, as well as for day meetings
without a room-block requirement.
Hotel Alma also features a convenience
store, CornerStore, located on the lobby

level, as well as Bistro Alma, a 40-seat restaurant serving local cuisine. Hotel guests
also have access to the university’s expansive fitness facilities, which includes the
Olympic Oval speed skating track and a
rock-climbing wall.

•

LOOK UP
A NEW
FRIEND IN
CALGARY
VISIT HOTELALMA.CA

TM

Stay with Alma, Calgary’s favourite host. Owned and operated by
the U of C, Hotel Alma is in the heart of campus, just 10 minutes
from downtown. Alma features 96 rooms and suites, a lively bistro,
meeting rooms and rates as friendly as the service. Look up Alma at
hotelalma.ca, and see if you click.
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P 403.220.3203 E STAY@HOTELALMA.CA
TOLL FREE 1.877.498.3203
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ALBERTA

Economic Development
Lethbridge

So Much More
Lethbridge offers unique spaces
and value for dollar in the Alberta
meetings market.
lanners searching for a top-quality
meeting destination offering unexpected value will find what they’re
looking for in Lethbridge. The city’s
diverse business climate engages a variety of exciting industries across the country and around the globe.
Offering more than 1,400 bedrooms
across 18 hotels and motels, Lethbridge is
home to events of all sizes. The city’s convention facility, the newly renovated
ENMAX centre, can accommodate more
than 6,000 people. In addition, the Coast
Lethbridge Hotel & Conference Centre
has undergone a multimillion-dollar renovation and features 103 guestrooms and
14,000 sq. ft. of meeting space, including
a brand-new 8,900-sq.-ft. ballroom.
A temperate climate make outdoor
events both comfortable and whimsical.
The Norland Luxury Bed & Breakfast features a tented reception area accommodates 300 people in a serene botanical
park on the grounds of an antebellum
mansion. For an intimate reception space,
the viewing gallery at the Galt Museum &
Archives holds 220, reception-style, and
overlooks the historic Indian Battle Park
and meandering Oldman River.
Ric’s Grill and Ric’s Mix, in the Lethbridge Watertower, is a unique function
space in a converted water tower. A
favourite for hosted private dinners, Ric’s
Mix seats 150 people on the main level. A
smaller room on the top level of the water
tower features skylights, seats 35 and is
fully equipped for media presentations.
Lethbridge offers a range of activities
for meeting-goers. The compact downtown core, five golf courses and 35 km. of
paved trails encourage all who stay in
Lethbridge to get outside and explore the
urban landscape. Beyond the city, there
are five additional golf courses 30 minutes
from the city and two UNESCO World Heritage sites an hour away.
Everything you need for an affordable,
memorable meeting can be found in
Lethbridge.

Kerry Lowe, Director –
Convention & Event Development
Economic Development Lethbridge

We bridge high expectations with mind blowing value.
From our world-famous trestle bridge set in a breathtaking coulee
landscape to the 320 days of sunshine we boast every year, Lethbridge
is the ideal location for your next event. From symphony to symposium,
Lethbridge is the kind of city that knows how to mix business with
pleasure, always adding value along the way. Our range of venues can
accommodate a convention for 700 or an intimate meeting for a few –
and our one-stop service can help you with all the details. Now those
are mind blowing facts. For your chance to host a convention ﬁlled with
unconventional fun, call Natalie at 1-800-332-1801.

chooselethbridge.ca/conventionevents

•
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Edmonton Destinations

Three Distinct Districts, One Great City
Edmonton’s Downtown, West End and Southside exude the attributes of a thriving metropolis.

12

ith each district featuring a
vast array of accommodations,
unique attractions and stateof-the-art amenities, Edmonton’s downtown core, West End and Southside
combine to offer a full gamut of flavours
and experiences that define this truly cosmopolitan city.

most sophisticated venues, providing planners with a plethora of options for memorable off-site events. The Art Gallery of
Alberta is a stunning $88-million architectural gem, which has become one of the
city’s most coveted venues for special
events. The AGA includes 85,000 sq. ft. of
space, spread across three floors of exhibition space, an education centre, a restaurant and a 150-seat theatre. The facility also
offers planners some unique spaces for
creative functions, including a spacious
atrium, an outdoor sculpture court and a
‘floating’ private lounge.
Despite its abundance of 21st-century
comforts and amenities, perhaps the downtown core’s most unique attribute is its
unparalleled balance between modern
urban design and its natural surrounding
environment. Just minutes from your downtown hotel, the city has the unique distinction of offering one of the largest stretches
of urban parklands in North America. The
Edmonton River Valley Parklands span
more than 18,000 acres and feature 22
major parks and over 150 km. of trails, combining for green space that is 22 times
larger than New York City’s Central Park.

The Downtown Vibe
The road to the downtown vibe begins with
a collection of 17 hotels, all located within
minutes of the city’s sophisticated urban
scene, featuring world-class entertainment,
a diversity of international cuisine and
upscale boutiques. At the heart of Edmonton’s thriving arts and culture scene, the
downtown core puts you front-row-centre
for the city’s abundance of year-round festivals, as well as theatre performances, live
music and art galleries at cultural gems
including the Royal Alberta Museum and
the Winspear Centre for Performing Arts.
With close to 3,000 guest accommodations and a combined 146,000 sq. ft. of
meeting space, Edmonton’s downtown
hotels are open for business, providing
guests with easy access to the most prestigious and state-of-the-art meeting spaces
in the city.
The Shaw Conference Centre is Edmon-

Meet, Stay and Play in the West End
Just an easy 30-minute drive from Edmonton International Airport, via Anthony Henday Drive, the West End is a destination
within a destination. Offering one of the
city’s most diverse portfolios of business
and leisure attractions and branded hotel
accommodations, the West End immerses
guests in the heat of the action in one of
the city’s most exciting districts.
The district’s collection of 18 branded
hotels can accommodate everything from
budget-minded travel to high-end luxury.
The properties collectively offer more than
3,000 guest accommodations and 135,000
sq. ft. of meeting space, making Edmonton’s West End a leading destination for
conferences, trade shows, meetings and
conventions.
When it comes to business, the West End
is equipped to accommodate the needs of
its clientele, with many of the properties

MeetingsCanada.com

ton’s premier conference facility and offers
200,000 sq. ft. of state-of-the-art, multifunctional space, including 82,000 sq. ft. of
column-free exhibit space, a 16,000-sq.-ft.
carpeted lobby and 30 state-of-the-art
breakout rooms. For larger events, the
$150-million EXPO Centre at Northlands is
the largest trade and consumer show venue
in Western Canada. The Edmonton Exposition and Conference Centre features more
than 522,000 sq. ft. of contiguous space,
including eight exhibit halls, a 16,000-sq.-ft.
ballroom and 34 distinct meetings rooms.
The compact downtown core is also in
close proximity to some of Edmonton’s
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employing experienced meeting coordinators who can assist meeting planners in the
execution of successful events. The West
End is also home to the Mayfield Trade
Centre, featuring 70,000 sq. ft. of flexible
space that can comfortably accommodate
events ranging from trade shows for 100
exhibitors, to gala dinners for up to 1,200.
West Edmonton also offers endless possibilities for special venues, marked by
unique spaces and memorable settings that
embrace a planner’s vision of going above
and beyond with their event. From cocktail
receptions aboard a replica of the Santa
Maria at West Edmonton Mall, to formal
gatherings for up to 400 guests in the elegant confines of the Royal Alberta Museum,
Edmonton’s West End offers a smorgasbord of diversity and creativity.
As a component of any business agenda
and the staple of leisure visits, Edmonton’s
West End shopping, dining and world-class
entertainment offerings are unparalleled in
the city. The world-renowned West Edmonton Mall incorporates all of those features in
a single destination, with more than 800
stores, 100 restaurants and cafes, a waterpark, an amusement park with a roller
coaster, and much more. West Edmonton
Mall is also home to the Fantasyland Hotel,
offering guests a truly unique stay in themed
rooms featuring a choice of Hollywood,
Roman, Polynesian, African, Truck, Western,
Arabian, Igloo and Canadian Rail decors.
West Edmonton Mall also houses the
Palace Casino, featuring world-class gaming, fine dining and live entertainment. Palace Casino offers 700 slot machines, 34

gaming tables and a popular poker room.
Alternatively, River Cree Resort & Casino
offers an additional 35 gaming tables,
including roulette, blackjack, craps and baccarat. The casino also features 800 slot
machines, a 12-table poker room and
24,000 sq. ft. of rentable space.
Another exciting West End venue is the
TELUS World of Science Edmonton, combining leisure entertainment options,
including an IMAX Theatre, with rentable
spaces for corporate functions, meetings,
cocktail receptions and sit-down dinners.
The Vibrant Southside
Edmonton’s vibrant Southside is marked by
an eclectic blend of history, culture and
recreation, from the trendy sidewalk bistros, shopping and historic facades of Old
Strathcona, to the culture and history of

Fort Edmonton Park.
Bordering the scenic River Valley, the
Southside is just a short drive from Edmonton International Airport and offers easy
access to all of the city’s major attractions.
The district’s collection of 15 hotels range
from historic inns and trendy boutique
properties, to full-service conference hotels,
combining to offer more than 100,000 sq.
ft. of meeting space. The Southside also
offers accommodations on the University of
Alberta campus, home to the Lister Conference Centre and its 13,000 sq. ft. of flexible
meeting space.
The Southside is also your home for
Edmonton’s year-round festivals, including
the Edmonton International Fringe Theatre
Festival, the Edmonton Folk Music Festival,
the Symphony Under the Sky Festival, the
Edmonton Dragon Boat Festival, the
Edmonton Heritage Festival, the Edmonton
International Film Festival, the Edmonton
International Jazz Festival, the Works Art &
Design Festival and the Edmonton Labatt’s
Blues Festival. The district also plays host to
the annual Ice on Whyte Festival in January,
embracing the winter season over an 11-day
celebration of outdoor activities, including
ice carving workshops and competitions,
exciting live music and a wide range of children’s activities.
The historic streets of Old Strathcona
combine the district’s rich 19th-century history with the trendiness of a 21st-century
neighbourhood. Renewal projects have
infused vibrancy into a district now known
for its live music and theatrical performances, as well as its collection of more
than 600 businesses, including fashionable
boutiques, relaxing spas, quaint cafes and
upscale restaurants.
In fact, Southside Edmonton is a shopper’s dream, extending beyond the trendy
setting of Whyte Avenue to incorporate
all-encompassing malls offering everything
a shopaholic desires. Among them is South
Edmonton Common, a 320-acre complex
that is the largest open-air retail development in North America. Just minutes from
Southside hotels, the expansive 1.7-millionsq.-ft. complex features more than 100 outlets and mega-stores to choose from. The
Southside also offers the more traditional
mall experience of Southgate Mall, featuring more than 125 fashionable stores and
specialty boutiques.

•
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live all year!
Put SoMe Green Into Your next MeetInG
Edmonton has become one of North America’s preferred destinations for conferences, meetings and events. Our city is
affordable, easy to navigate and has one of the most vibrant arts communities in Canada. We also boast 13,000 hotel rooms,
over 1,000,000 square feet of meeting space and some of the most innovative green initiatives you’ll ﬁnd anywhere. Whether
you’re looking for a quiet place to focus or something fun and exciting, consider Canada’s Festival City. Contact our full service
business travel team at Edmonton Tourism and let us help you make the most of your next event. 1.877.917.7626

w w w. e d m o n to n d e s t i n at i o n h ot e l s . c o m

So close, the experience
practically comes to you
Everything your delegates care about are
all within steps of each other when you
host your meeting or incentive trip in
Edmonton’s downtown.

w w w. e d m o n to n d o w n to w n h ot e l s . c o m

Meet, stay, shop and play
With more than 135,000 square feet
of creative meeting space, Destination
West Edmonton offers a diverse
selection of facility options.

w w w. d e s t i n at i o n w e s t e d m o n to n . c o m

We mean business…
Providing business travellers the
comforts and amenities to ensure
successful corporate connections.

w w w. s tay e d m o n to n s o u t h . c o m

ALBERTA
Edmonton Economic
Development
Corporation

Prime Venues in Festival City
First-rate facilities, festivals and a fresh approach to meetings make
Edmonton a premier meetings destination.

dmonton has much to offer meeting
planners. From modern and flexible
meeting spaces to unique cultural
offerings, Alberta’s capital city has never
been more attractive.
The growing, mid-sized city features
13,000 hotel rooms, 3,500 restaurants and
North America’s largest shopping centre,
West Edmonton Mall.
But the city’s strength in the meetings
market is founded on memorable settings
and world-class facilities and amenities.
Among them, the Shaw Conference Centre’s superior service and award-winning
space stands out. Accommodating up to
7,500 people, the Shaw Conference Centre
is the province’s largest conference facility
and features stunning panoramic views of
Edmonton’s river valley parkland.
Northlands Park is the region’s major
venue for tradeshows and events, hosting
2,500 events annually. It features over
400,000 sq. ft. of adaptable indoor tradeshow and meeting space. Northlands Park is
the newest trade-show and exhibition venue
of its kind in Western Canada and the largest west of Toronto. For a tranquil atmosphere, the University of Alberta’s historical
campus buildings, equipped with the latest
technology, offers planners a unique setting
across the North Saskatchewan River.
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New and newly renovated spaces keep
the city fresh. The brand new Matrix Hotel,
in the heart of downtown, is conveniently
located within walking distance of the Legislature buildings, financial and corporate
towers and Edmonton’s extensive river valley park system. More than 8,500 sq. ft. of
function space features natural lighting and
includes the nearly 4,000-sq.-ft. Quartz
Ballroom, and if additional space is needed,
the Matrix Hotel is a five-minute drive to
the Shaw Conference Centre.
Edmonton is home to the Art Gallery of
Alberta, an ideal off-site venue for meetings
and special events. The new facility, which
opened Jan. 31, 2010, was designed by Los
Angeles-based architect Randall Stout and
features a variety of spaces, from an atrium
and three terraces to a boardroom and theatre. Zinc restaurant seats 60 and is flanked
by three 35-ft. windows for optimal views of
the downtown arts district.
Edmonton’s first-rate facilities, combined
with the cultural opportunities on offer,
make the city an appealing option to meeting planners and conference-goers alike,
says Ken Fyske, vice-president, economic
and tourism development, Edmonton Economic Development Corporation.
Playing host to more than 30 festivals
annually, Edmonton has earned the title of
Canada’s Festival City, and it’s a name the
city wears proudly. From the entertaining
Edmonton International Fringe Theatre Fes-

tival and the Works Art & Design Festival, to
the Edmonton Dragonboat Festival and the
rough-and-tumble Canadian Finals Rodeo,
there are festivals every month of the year.
To ensure planners and conference delegates have opportunities to experience
Edmonton’s entertainment and cultural
offerings during their conference, Edmonton Tourism has created the Festival City in
a Box programme. Professional staff can
help planners incorporate a festival theme
into keynotes, breakouts, team-building,
companion outings, catering and receptions, in an effort to make planners’ events
interactive, engaging and memorable.
Edmonton’s entertainment and cultural
offerings, enhanced by the city’s high-quality venues, provide value to meeting planners and elevates Alberta’s capital city to a
prime meeting destination.

•

A FRESH APPROACH TO MEETINGS
Edmonton Tourism recognizes the importance of corporate social responsibility and the impact the meetings industry can have on the environment,
through excessive waste. That’s why they’ve developed a fresh approach to
meetings. In partnership with the city’s hospitality industry, Edmonton Tourism’s FRESH programme supports meeting planners in creating experiences
that are environmentally, socially and economically responsible. The FRESH
programme offers tools such as a green meetings guide (a step-by-step tool
to help plan and execute planners’ events); the ECO Report Card, allowing
planners to acquire quantitative measurements of an event’s environmental
impact; and eco-friendly itineraries that combine elements of Edmonton with
those of sustainability.
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Shaw Conference
Centre

Unique Features, Standout Meetings
The Shaw Conference Centre’s gorgeous surroundings and innovative
offerings are a recipe for creating superior Edmonton-based events.

SIMPLE STEPS PROGRAMME

s the province’s largest conference
facility, the Shaw Conference Centre features stunning panoramic
views of Edmonton’s river valley parkland,
as well as an incredibly unique design.
The construction of the Shaw Conference
Centre over 25 years ago included one of
the world’s largest soil and rock excavations ever undertaken to accommodate a
building. Approximately 70 per cent of the
Shaw Conference Centre is located underground, concealing the fact that the building is actually over 10 storeys high.
The centre is situated in Edmonton’s picturesque North Saskatchewan River Valley,
and many of its meeting rooms offer vistas
of some of the country’s most pristine—
and vast—greenscapes.
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As guests enter the centre from Jasper
Avenue, they are often amazed by the brilliant atrium, which benefits from generous
natural light. The ceiling and side walls of
the hall are made entirely of glass. The Centre is thus able to accommodate many
exotic plants and even a waterfall in several
of its common areas.
Unlike many other large convention centres in Canada, the Shaw Conference Centre
provides its own foodservice, at a level of
quality rivalling some of the city’s best restaurants and hotels. This quality can be
attributed in part to Simon Smotkowicz, the
centre’s award-winning chef, who is also
the 2010 Team Business Manager for Culinary Team Canada. The centre’s pastry
chef, James Holehouse, is one of six chefs
on the team—one that will represent Canada in the 2012 World Culinary Olympics.
The benefits of providing event attendees with an extraordinary culinary experience at a conference are, of course, not
insignificant. Meeting and event planners
are looking not only to provide a good
overall event experience, they hope for specific elements that will allow an event to
stand out in attendees’ minds. For example,
outstanding meals can help reinforce some
of the messages people hear at a conference, and often they will associate a fantastic meal with a fantastic event.
Another characteristic that can impress

The Shaw Conference Centre
launched Simple Steps in 2008.
The programme has allowed the
facility to move forward with a
number of environmental initiatives, reducing its environmental
footprint. The most significant programme advantage is its ability to
help the centre reduce waste. It is
currently diverting about 60 per
cent of the waste that goes
through the centre toward recycling and compost.
Simple Steps also provides a
number of tips for event planners
on how to “green” their events,
such as: involve stakeholders and
suppliers as you plan, to ensure
effective green participation—
establishing metrics will allow you
to measure your success; and
choose hotels and amenities in
close proximity, so members can
walk or use group/public transportation whenever possible.
conference attendees, especially in Edmonton, is environmental responsibility. The
Shaw Conference Centre is a BOMA BESt
certified venue, committed to responsible
environmental practices. Planners can
“green” their events with the Shaw Conference Centre’s Simple Steps, an industryleading, eco-friendly planning programme
(see sidebar).
Besides providing excellent events, success for the Shaw Conference Centre comes
in providing lots of them. In an average
year, the centre receives 330,230 visitors
(based on 2005-2010 events). It is booked
93 per cent of the year.
Although only 30 per cent of it is above
ground, this high-quality meeting facility is
no secret to Canada’s event planners.

•
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ALBERTA

Westcorp
Properties

Classy
Boutique Feel

Matrix Hotel

Edmonton’s Metterra, Varscona and
Matrix hotels are considered stylish
jewels of the downtown core.
ike all good things, Edmonton’s only
true boutique hotels come in threes.
From a style standpoint, Metterra,
Varscona and Matrix are considered the
jewels of downtown Edmonton, each offering slightly different aesthetic charms for
the meeting planner and busy traveller.
The Metterra Hotel on Whyte and the
Varcona Hotel on Whyte offer slightly
smaller, more intimate accommodations
than much of the competition. They are
located in an historic district in a central
part of the city, home to a full set of independent boutiques and coffee shops, theatres, live music and restaurants. They are
also close to the river valley park system
and the University of Alberta.
Contemporary yet warm, the Metterra
boasts Indonesian artwork throughout the
hotel, which can best be described as cool,
funky and upscale.
Metterra’s 98 guestrooms, furnished in
dark maple and granite, echo the warm
simplicity and sophistication of its public
spaces. All guestrooms have wall-to-wall
windows with sliding doors that open to
full or French balconies, offering panoramic
views of the river valley and skyline or the

Varscona Hotel
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Metterra Hotel

lively neighbourhood below.
Whether it’s for a corporate power meeting, family gathering or festive dinner, Metterra can provide a solution that will delight
attendees. The hotel features four meeting
spaces, each unique in its decor and ambience, with space for 20 conference attendees and up to 75 for dinners or receptions.
Varscona offers 89 elegantly appointed,
smoke-free guestrooms with a blend of
tradition and comfort. The timeless, classic
design incorporates rich, luxurious hues of
copper and green, with either heritage
country or cherrywood decor. Stylish marble bathroom vanities in a myriad of
creamy shades and time-honoured crown
mouldings add architectural interest and
charm in each room.
For meetings and events, Varscona offers
4,000 sq. ft. of flexible space over five
beautifully appointed rooms. The hotel
delivers attentive and professional service
and excellent meals catered by renowned
Murrieta’s Bar & Grill.
With 184 rooms, Matrix is the largest of
the three Edmonton-based Westcorp
hotels, combining the sleek sophistication
of custom-designed furnishings with the
simplistic beauty of natural materials and
producing an environment both elegant
and serene.
Situated in the heart of downtown
Edmonton, Matrix Hotel is close to light-rail
transit, the Legislature buildings and affiliated provincial government buildings, corporate towers and Edmonton’s extensive

river valley park system.
Matrix, which benefitted from a fresh
design with a complete renovation in 2007,
was the proud recipient of the Greater
Edmonton Chapter MPI Event Management
Award for Venue of the Year in 2010. It
offers a very modern, stylish decor, with a
minimalist feel.
In the rooms, custom furnishings of natural walnut are accented with rich hits of
granite and chrome. Luxurious pillow-top
mattresses are enveloped in crisp linens
and plush duvets. Thirty-two-inch flat-panel
televisions, satellite receivers and MP3compatible CD clock radios provide modern technological comforts.
Uniquely, all meeting spaces at the
Matrix feature natural light. A total of more
than 8,500 sq. ft. of function space includes
two divisible ballrooms, a boardroom and a
medium-sized meeting room.
Metterra, Varscona and Matrix feature a
number of complimentary services, often
considered add-ons at other hotels.
Wireless high-speed access is free
throughout the properties, including all
guestrooms and function space. Deluxe
continental breakfast is provided with all
rooms, as well as an evening wine and
cheese tasting. Parking is complimentary at
all three hotels. At Metterra and Varscona,
valet parking is also free.
For visitors and conference-goers who
appreciate style, the Metterra, Varscona
and Matrix represent three options, all with
a classy, boutique feel.
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exceeding your meeting expectations...

www.varscona.com

www.metterra.com

www.matrixedmonton.com

Westcorp Hotels in Edmonton
For Hotel Reservations: 1.866.465.8150

ALBERTA

Travel Alberta

Urban Comforts, Mountain Escapes
Take advantage of all that Alberta has to offer, from urban and mountain escapes to cultural festivals and events.

ombine business with pleasure in
Alberta. Meet in the province’s cosmopolitan cities and play in the
great outdoors.
Alberta presents the opportunity to
design retreats and incentive trips that use
a combination of urban and mountain
escapes, because the province’s major
meeting destinations— Calgary and
Edmonton—are close to the Rocky Mountains. Calgary is a scenic hour-and-a-half
drive from Banff and Edmonton is a threeand-a-half-hour transfer from Jasper,
making it possible to tack on an incentive
trip or board retreat before or after the
company’s sales meeting.
Alberta’s major cities offer many options
to meet, entertain and stay. The province’s
robust economy has led to the development of new properties and the renovations and expansions of existing ones.
Last year, luxury hotelier Groupe Germain entered the Calgary market. Hotel Le
Germain Calgary is located in the downtown core, one block from the Calgary
TELUS Convention Centre, and offers 143
guestrooms and 6,000 sq. ft. of meeting
space spread over six rooms.
The Edmonton Exposition and Conference Centre has undergone a convention
expansion, and now offers 522,000 sq. ft.
of contiguous space, making it the largest
exhibition venue outside of Toronto, capable of hosting 25,000 visitors at one time.
The Banff Centre recently completed its
expansion for the meetings and conven-
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tions market. The new Kinnear Centre for
Creativity & Innovation is part of the Banff
Centre’s revitalization project and encompasses 21,000 sq. ft. of meeting space. By
summer, 2011, the Shaw Amphitheatre,
seating 1,600, will be completed immediately west of the Kinnear Centre.
Functional, modern spaces make meeting in Alberta’s cities worry-free. But when
business is finished, retreat to the Rocky
Mountains and experience the beauty of
Banff or Jasper. Getting there has never
been easier or faster. Newly completed ring
roads from the Edmonton and Calgary
International Airports provide increased
access to parts of the city and cut 20 minutes off the commute from both airports to
the mountains.
Banff and Jasper are ideal locations for
team-building activities and outdoor
adventures. These four-season destinations
may be enjoyed year-round and provide
opportunities for activities such as cross-

country and downhill skiing, snowshoeing,
sightseeing and hiking.
Alberta prides itself on its experiential
team-building, including a high ropes
course to work on a team’s trust, risk and
results; orienteering, to work on planning,
implementation and results; as well as
interpretive and meditative hikes, which
focus on exploration, examination and
experience. All activities can be implemented in urban and mountain settings.
Beyond team-building, Alberta offers
planners a range of entertainment options.
The province hosts numerous cultural
events year-round. Whether it’s the Calgary
Stampede (July 8-17, 2011), Edmonton Indy
(July 23-24, 2011) or Banff Mountain Film &
Book Festival (Oct 29-Nov 6, 2011), there is
always something exciting being celebrated
in Alberta. Calgary and Edmonton each
host more than 30 festivals and events, and
Banff runs another 15 festivals. These
events provide an opportunity for planners
to create itineraries that incorporate festivals into their meeting in a variety of ways.
The Travel Alberta team can assist planners in securing guest speakers who are
participating in the province’s cultural
events; hiring performers for a private show
and obtaining tickets to any of the festivals
happening during their event. In addition,
the experienced team at Travel Alberta can
help planners incorporate the province’s
festivals into their group itineraries or
theme their special event.
Whether your group is looking to work,
meet or relax, they’ll find all that they need
and more in Alberta.
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Blow Their Minds,
Not Your Budget

For more information on meeting in Alberta
Please Contact Jennifer Holly, Business Development Director, Canada
T: 613.836.7069 E: Jennifer.Holly@TravelAlberta.com
TravelAlberta.com/meetings

An Amazing Location Delivers Amazing Results

TravelAlberta.com/meetings
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